Medieval Britain In 1979
By LESLIE E. WEBSTER
and

JOHN CHERRY
Assistant Keepers, Department of Medieval and Later Antiquities, British Museum

The compilers of this summary wish to thank all those who have kindly helped them by
giving information about excavations and small finds. They appeal to all who deal with
excavations or antiquities of the period with which this journal is concerned to bring to
their attention year by year any new finds in any part of the British Isles in order that the
survey may be as complete as possible.
Part I has been compiled by Leslie E. Webster and Part II by John Cherry.

Entries are arranged according to the counties established under the local government reorganization of
1974. Where these differ from the previously existing counties the latter are included in brackets at
each entry.
I.

PRE-CONQUEST

ENGLAND
BERKSHIRE: BR1MPTON (SU 565645). J. C. Richards for the Berkshire Archaeological
Trust and D.o.E. cut a section through the silts of an old river channel containing much
occupation debris which seems to have been deposited either by slope wash or, more likely,
by fluvial action. The deposit was all of one date and contained Saxon pottery, much
daub and charcoal and a large collection of animal bones.
- - - : NEWBURY.
- - - : READING.

See p. 250.
See p. 237.

BUCK1NGHAMSH1RE: CALDECOTTE, BOW BR1CKHILL (SP 891344). Early to middle
Saxon pottery in the tops of Roman field boundaries suggests that they survived as landscape features whilst the adjacent Saxon village was occupied. M. R. Petchey for D.o.E.
and Milton Keynes Development Corporation also located a post-built structure, probably
part of the Saxon settlement.
- - - : GREAT LINFORD (SP 86241 I). Housing development on the Pennylands grid
square in Milton Keynes has uncovered a small Anglo-Saxon village, overlying an extensive Iron Age settlement. R. J. Williams for D.o.E. and Milton Keynes Development
Corporation recorded at least fourteen sunken-featured buildings spread over several
acres. Of those excavated, eleven are of the common gable-post Griibenhaus form and three
are of an unusual small four-post sunken pattern. Small post-holes were present as were
several possible shallow timber slots; although no definite post-built timber buildings were
discernible, the scattered distribution of these features, stretching over 200 m, suggests
that more substantial buildings once existed. Preliminary identification of the finds suggests a 6th to 7th-century date.
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See p. 244.

CHESHIRE: CHESTER, PRINCES STREET/HUNTER'S WALK (S] 403664-404664).
S. Ward
for Chester City Council and D.o.E. investigated a series of post-Roman features sealed by
13th to 14th-century deposits. They include a possible sunken hut, post-holes of an adjacent
timber building and the remains of a corn-drying oven. Although all may be contemporaneous, it has not been possible to date these features more accurately. Work continues:
the site will be published as one of a series of Grosvenor Museum monographs.
CUMBRIA (Cumberland: CARLISLE (NY 401560). Excavations by M. R. McCarthy
for Carlisle City Council and D.o.E. continued on Keays Lane, part of The Lanes project.
A black soil containing ephemeral structural features including post-holes, a row of river
cobbles (? the base of a wall) and surfaces associated with two Anglo-Saxon stycas, was
uncovered immediately NE. of a Roman house. Excavation continues. See also p. 250.
DEVON: BARNSTAPLE.

See p. 250.

DORSET; BRADFORD PEVERELL (SY 3661 I09278).
Excavation in 1978 by L. ]. Keen
and J. B. Hawthorne uncovered two further inhumation burials, bringing the total to ten.
One burial was accompanied by an unidentifiable iron object, the other by a spearhead,
small knife and a bronze and iron buckle. The dating of these objects confirmed the late
7th to 8th-century date suggested by the objects in the other graves. Excavation continues.
- - - : POUNDBURY (SY 68591 I).
Excavation by C. Green for Dorchester Excavation Committee and D.o.E. excavated a settlement which succeeded the late Roman
cemetery, beginning in the early 5th century (cf. Medieoal Archaeol., XXI (1977), 206). A
fourth corn-drying oven, a possible threshing floor, a sunken-floored wattle hut, and traces
ofa large post-built building were cleared on the N. side of the settlement area. Two phases
of the enclosure boundary lay to the N., the settlement features continuing NE. into an area
of late Roman occupation. Two crouched adult inhumations appear to be later than the
settlement.
- - - ; WIMBORNE MINSTER.

See p. 25I.

DURHAM: ESCOMB, ST JOHN'S CHURCHYARD (NZ 189301).
B. H. Gill for D.o.E. and
Durham University Department of Archaeology excavated on the W. boundary wall in
advance of building activity. Below a sequence of boundary walls lay a low bank, apparently
the earliest feature on the site; to the W. this bank was partly overlain by a massive cobble
spread which seems to be associated with reclamation of a marshy area. It may thus be
that the earliest boundary (the earth bank) was set on the lip of a shallow depression; the
site in the 7th century may thus have been a low peninsula within a marsh, only approachable from the S. See also p. 244·
- - - : UPPER TEESDALE, SIMY FOLDS (NY 888277).
Immediately W. of Middleton in
Teesdale on the S. bank of the R. Tees lies Holwick Fell, an outcrop of limestone with
alternating bands of hard and soft rock, on which is a complex of ancient dykes, some
following the contours and others at right angles forming small rectangular fields. At a
height c. I 150 ft. (350 m) O.D. are at least four early habitation sites. In 1976 one of these
sites was examined (University of Durham, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, Archaeol. Reports
for [977, 13-14); in 1979 the most easterly and most prominent of the sites (Simy Folds)
was excavated for D.o.E. by C. Batey, D. Coggins and K.]. Fairless.
The 1976 site, Simy Folds 2, consisted of three rectangular buildings and a courtyard
set into the corner of a larger enclosure. The largest building, aligned NW.-SE., was long
and narrow, with another smaller building at right angles to its SE. corner, thus forming
two sides of a yard, the other sides being the boundary dykes of the enclosure. Parallel to
the smaller building and to the E. of it was another of similar size. A radiocarbon determination of 780 ± 80 a.d. was obtained. Simy Folds I comprised the same basic elements
p
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but with notable differences. There was a large long building aligned W.-E. along the S. of
the complex with a smaller building aligned N.-S. at its NE. corner. These formed two
sides of a cobbled courtyard surrounded on the other sides by an enclosure constructed of
large boulders. This was at some time blocked up with smaller stones at a point immediately
adjacent to the larger structure. The lack of space available to the builders here, between
the lee of the hillside and the steep fall-off of the terrace, may account for the slightly
smaller nature of the buildings and the absence of a third building.
The larger building, 9 mint. and 13 m ext., had a massive W. wall; the S. wall
seems to have been built into the lee of the hillside. The N. wall has been robbed out.
There was a very narrow (less than I m wide) entrance at the E. The entire structure had a
fine pavement throughout, which in some places had been levelled up or supported by
another layer of flagging. In the NW. corner were found traces of a possible bench, and in
the SW. corner a hearth with large amounts of charcoal.
The smaller structure, 8 mint. and I I m ext., had a bowed E. wall, but the W. one
was collapsed. Both walls were of 'sandwich construction' (i.e. larger outer stones with
earth and stone filling), unlike the larger structure. Its simple entrance was to the S. and
only about 2 m from the entrance of the other structure; the paving continued from one to
the other with a further extension to the E. In the E. of this structure and built into its
walls, were extensive iron slag deposits. The larger structure also produced some slag, and
the hearth had clear evidence of slag deposits. The areas immediately to the W. and E. of
the smaller building had considerable quantities of slag and fuel ash and, as no other
hearths were located here, may be seen as slag dumps.
Throughout the excavation, very few traces of actual habitation could be discerned,
and it may possibly be interpreted as a metal processing site, perhaps used on a seasonal
basis.
ESSEX: WALTHAM ABBEY.

See p. 239.

- - - : WEST THURROCK, ST CLEMENT'S CHURCH (TQ 593772).
B. Milton for Essex
County Council and D.o.E. excavated in and recorded the standing structure. The
circular structure recorded by Clapham in 1915 was shown to be late Saxon or early
Norman, and probably the nave of a keyhole-plan church. The circular base of a possible
font was relocated but the stratigraphy had been removed by earlier excavations. A
number of post-medieval constructional changes were noted.
HAMPSHIRE: BASINGSTOKE, COWDERY'S DOWN (SU 656533).
Martin Millet for the
Rants County Museum Service and D.o.E. excavated eleven halls which are probably of
middle Saxon date. These relate to three major structural phases of a small village or
hamlet consisting of at least two compounds. The limits of the settlement, defined by a
fence, were found on three sides. The post-built halls of the earliest phases were replaced
by halls with walls constructed within trenches. The largest of the halls measured c. 15.5 m
by 7 m. There was remarkable preservation of the structural elements in both the postholes and wall trenches which had contained large upright squared timbers. Excavation
continues: an Interim Report is available from the Museum Service.
- - - : FACCOMBE, NETHERTON (SU 374575).
The thirteenth and final season of
excavation of the manorial complex by J. R. Fairbrother for the City of London Archaeological Society established the extent of the roth-century metalworking site (cf. Medieval
Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 238). Preliminary analysis of the waste and partly-made products
by the British Museum laboratories points to casting of high tin bronzes, leaded bronze
and gold ingots or objects. There is also evidence of mercury gilding and possible silver
inlay work. An aisled timber building, possibly contemporary, was also found beneath the
later enclosure bank and ditch. It was 12.8 m by 8.5 m with two 13 m aisles, with both
wall and arcade posts constructed in continuous slots (Fig. I). See p. 257.
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~-~: FOXCOTTE.

See p. 261.

~--: SOUTHAMPTON, NORTHAM RAILWAY BRIDGE (SU 42771216).
D. F. Devereux
for Southampton Archaeological Research Committee and D.o.E. investigated a group of
nine pits exposed by mechanical excavation during the course of track realignment by
British Rail. These were recorded but not excavated, except for a soil-sample taken from
each. Pottery from the samples and from the surface of the pits indicates an 8th or 9thcentury date. The find confirms the NE. extent of the mid Saxon trading town of'Hamwih'.
- - : SIX DIALS (SU 42481228).
P. Holdsworth and A. D. Morton for Southampton Archaeological Research Committee and D.o.E. completed the first phase of excavation on this three-acre site in the mid Saxon town (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979),
238-39). Three major phases of occupation are represented.
During the first phase, iron working was being carried out in the northern part of the
excavated area. At the same time a house may have existed separately in the SW. corner.
This occupation pre-dates the formal laying out of the site and the construction of the roads.
The second phase is marked by the laying of two parallel E.-W. roads and the division
of the area into properties. Four properties can be distinguished, four wells, a small number
of rubbish pits and five houses. Two of the houses were subsequently rebuilt and a third
was connected with the northernmost road by a well-metalled hard-standing area. Other
areas of hard-standing existed elsewhere; these and the roads were all re-metalled. The
edges of the roads were marked by fences. The considerable and frequent changes of width
between these fence lines probably indicate sporadic attempts by the inhabitants to enlarge
their properties. In the northern area, where iron working continued from the first phase,
the owners of the property threw large amounts of industrial debris on to the road and
twice built houses which encroached on to its surface. The roads were twice re-metalled
and each metalling was of progressively poorer quality which may indicate the decline of
the area into its third phase.
No houses can be certainly be ascribed to the third phase. Large deep pits were dug
throughout the area and many of them were left open for a long time. They were not wells,
nor were they always rubbish pits. They do not seem to have been used as storage pits.
Since generally they filled up slowly and almost by accident, the entire area must have
been deeply and dangerously pitted. During this phase chalk was being burnt for the
production of lime, which may have been used in the leather industry. Iron working
continued as did bone working from the second phase. Only the southern-most road
remained in use on the site to connect this area with the rest of the town, but this road
existed only as a narrow and unrepaired path.
The site presents a picture of growth and decline which is not only interesting in
itself but which probably mirrors the history of the entire Saxon town. It also suggests
something of the conflict of interests between the individual and authority during a period
of increasing prosperity. Work continues.

--~: - - - , WESTGATE.
- - - : WICKHAM.

See p. 251.

See p. 257.

- - - : WINCHESTER, SUSSEX STREET (SU 478298).
K. Qualmann for the City of
Winchester and D.o.E. excavated a 230 sq. m area immediately S. of a site excavated in
197 6.
As before, some evidence for late Iron Age occupation was found, overlaid by 0.8 m
of Roman ploughsoil. This was in turn sealed by a 0.6 m thick layer ofre-deposited chalk.
The same deposit was observed during road construction to extend at least 130 m N. and
S., and probably represents upcast from cutting an outer ditch as part of the reconstruction
of the City's defences in the late 9th century.
In one of a series oflate 9th or early 10th-century pits cutting this chalk a remarkable
object of wood and bronze was found in 1976. Conservation and research, which are
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continuing, have gradually revealed it to be a purse reliquary, having a gilded bronze
casing with embossed decoration around a two-part wooden core. One side of the case is
complete and shows acanthus ornament. The other side is fragmentary but appears to
show a seated, haloed Christ with a book on His left knee and the right hand gesturing
towards it. The reliquary measures 180 mm by 154 mm maximum height, and varies
from 16 to 35 mm in thickness.
No features comparable to these late 9th and early roth-century pits were found in 1979.
Post-holes, gullies and pits of the I I th and rzth centuries were superseded in the 13th
century by the construction of a masonry building measuring 10 m by 4.5 m, aligned
E.-W. and with a full undercroft c. I m below the contemporary ground surface. The
otherwise regular plan of the structure was altered at its E. end to include an earlier well
(excavation continues).
An additional floored area 2.5 m wide and adjoining the structure to the S., may be
earlier or contemporary. The physical relationship between the two was destroyed when
the masonry building was demolished and comprehensively robbed in the 14th century.
Little evidence was found for activity on the site between that date and the construction of
terraced houses in the 19th century.
HERTFORDSHIRE: HERTFORD.

See p. 252.

HUMBERSIDE (Lincolnshire): BARTON UPON HUMBER, ST PETER'S CHURCH (Fig. 2).
W. K.
Rodwell for D.o.E. carried out further structural survey and excavation on the redundant
church (d. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 239). Measured drawings of all faces of the
tower and a selection of internal features including the nave arcades have been prepared.
Excavation of the interior of the tower and W. annexe was completed, and total
stripping of the nave and aisles begun. The complexities of the stratification, previously
glimpsed at the W. end of the church, were found to be present throughout. Investigation
in the nave and aisles has so far only dealt with the later medieval and post-medieval
features, and all the earlier material awaits the 1980 season of excavation. Several stages in
the development of this part of the church can however be discerned.
Pre-Church Features
The Anglo-Saxon church was erected on a low earthwork or platform of unknown
extent. That would appear to date from the middle Saxon or Danish period, and it in
turn seals an old land surface and a gravel floor, both of which have yielded later Roman
and early Saxon pottery. The gravel floor is very fragmentary, owing to later disturbances,
and may belong to a timber building which rested upon sill beams. The alignment of the
floor NE. to SW. is unrelated to all subsequent features.
The earthwork was pierced by at least sixteen graves which can be shown conclusively
to antedate the building of the Anglo-Saxon church. The graves were arranged neatly in
four N.-S. rows, with a space or 'path' between the second and third rows. One burial
had had a wooden board marker at the W. end. Indeed, all the graves must have been
marked in some way since everyone had been exhumed in the loth century for the erection
of the church on the site. They were all large and square-cut, indicating that they had
probably contained substantial timber coffins. Exhumation must have taken place while the
coffins were still intact since no skeletal fragments remained in the graves. Had the coffins
decayed at least a few of the smaller bones would have been overlooked. The empty
graves were then simply backfilled with clay, and where the trenches for the foundations
of the church passed through these 'soft spots', collapses evidently took place. These left
an irregular foundation profile.
The Anglo-Saxon Stone Church
This was apparently built as a three-celled unit, comprising a W. annexe, a tower-nave
and a chancel. The marked misalignment between the annexe and the tower previously
suggested that they were not of one build. It now appears, however, that the annexe takes
its alignment from the early graves, whereas the tower and chancel pay no regard to these.
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This is curious and surely implies that something above ground, and on the same alignment
as the graves, influenced the laying out of the W. end of the church. There must be a
strong possibility that an earlier church or other buildings await discovery in the vicinity
of the annexe.
The earliest floor in the Anglo-Saxon church was of cream mortar, the surface of
which gave some indication of patterns of human movement within the building. The S.
doorway was evidently the principal entrance. There is little evidence for the internal
furnishings of the church, apart from the two fundamental liturgical features: the positions
of the altar and screen were established in 1978 and now we have ascertained the first
position occupied by the font. It was sited in the SW. corner of the annexe, using a piece of
Roman door-step or stylobate block of gritstone as its base. A soakaway of limestone and
chalk was formed below and alongside this base. Since the earliest floor in the annexe
overlay the soakaway it is clear that the font position is primary, and thus the western part
of the church would appear to have been built as a baptistery.
See also p. 245.
(Lincolnshire): KIRTON-IN-LINDSEY/MANTON. K. Leahy for Scunthorpe
Borough Museum excavated part of an Anglian cremation cemetery. Plough damage was
found to be very severe and of the ten urns found seven were represented by basal sherds
only. Four urns contained bone comb fragments, one with zoomorphic terminals. A large
quantity of barley grains was noted throughout the fabric of one vessel. Report in Lincolnshire History and Archaeol., forthcoming.
- - - (Yorkshire, East Riding): SANCTON I (SE 903403). Further excavation (cf.
Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 239-40) on the Anglo-Saxon cemetery, Sancton I, by
Nicholas Reynolds for Humberside Joint Archaeological Committee and D.o.E. recovered
sixteen complete or near-complete cremation urns. It is now becoming clear that much of
the damage done to the urns occurred in antiquity, and is not merely the result of recent
ploughing.
ISLE OF WIGHT: CARISBROOKE, BOWCOMBE DOWN (SZ 56 I 88720).
D. Tomalin for the
Isle of Wight Archaeological Committee and D.o.E. excavated after inhumations had been
exposed by ploughing close to the site of a large bowl barrow which yielded twelve Saxon
secondary inhumations in 1859 (]nl British Archaeol. Assoc., XVI (1860), 253-6 I). Seven
severely disturbed inhumations and five cremations were recovered. Further graves in two
adjoining barrows to the SW. proved to be of early Bronze Age date.
KENT: CANTERBURY, MARLOWE CAR PARK (TR 1558).
Continuing excavations (cf.
Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 240) by K. Blockley and M. Day for Canterbury Archaeological Trust and D.o.E. have revealed a total of eleven sunken-floored buildings and one
cellared building (Fig. 3).
At no. 16 Watling Street (Marlowe I) (Fig. 4; PI. XII, A), seven sunken-floored huts were
located. Huts 1-6 are provisionally dated to the late 6th/early 7th centuries whilst hut 7, of
a more developed type, is probably of 8th-century date. A similar hut-type was found on
Milk Street in the City of London. Particularly significant was hut 6 which was constructed
within the walls of a Roman masonry building, re-using its tesselated floor.
At St Margaret's Street (Marlowe II), one sunken-floored hut was excavated. Saxon
occupation levels were found inside the caldarium of the Public Bath house and its associated
portico.
At Marlowe III, excavation completed in May 1980 revealed three sunken-floored
huts. Two were located to the S. of a major NW./SE. Roman street and the third was
found cutting into the laconicum of a Roman private bath suite. A late Saxon cellar, provisionally dated to the loth century (PI. XII, B), and cutting into the palaestra of the Roman
Public Baths, survived to a depth of 1.3 m. The walls were lined with wattle and clay, and
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held in place by upright posts at intervals around the perimeter of the cellar. This structure
is similar to those on Watling Court and other sites in the City of London.
See also p. 253.
- - - : DOVER, MARKET SQUARE (TR 318413).
B. Philp for Dover District Council
and D.o.E. excavated further on a large rectangular wooden building in the shadow of the
r zth-century St Martin-Ie-Grand collegiate church (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979),
240-41). Numerous modifications and rebuilds had been carried out at the E. end and in
spite of the few finds a date-range of 7th to roth centuries seems probable. Seven main
periods can be identified, including one major rebuild and the insertion of a stone floor with
opus signinum screed.
- - - SANDWICH:

See p. 253.

LINCOLNSHIRE: LINCOLN ST PAUL-IN-THE-BAIL (SK 976719).
B. Jo J. Gilmour excavated the cemetery to the E. of the church for Lincoln Archaeological Trust and Dio.E.
The graveyard associated with the Anglo-Saxon church (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII
(1979),214-17,241,259) had extended about 3 m beyond the eastern limit of the former
Roman forum courtyard by the later roth century, when the edge of the cemetery was
encroached upon by the construction pit for a rectangular sunken-floored or ccllared
building. The roughly cobbled floor measured c. 3.5 m E.-W. by at least 4.5 m No-So
(the southern end lay beyond the excavation area) and lay about I m below the contemporary ground level. Post-holes associated with the structure were found around the
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floor; beyond these part of the rough stone revetment of the construction pit
survived. Access was from the E. via a sunken 'corridor' lined with re-used stone and large
lumps of Roman floor concrete, with a final step down on to the floor of the building. At
this time, parts of the E. RomanJorum range were still standing, albeit in a ruinous state,
notably a large Roman well which was probably in use again by this time. Possiblyassociated with this phase is a small rectangular lean-to structure built against still-standing
Roman walls to the E. of the well.
By the mid I I th century the sunken-floored building had been demolished, its site
filled in and the nearby Roman walls (except the well masonry) demolished and robbed
and a new building constructed presumably fronting on to the street (now Bailgate) to the
E. This building went out of use and was probably pulled down at about the time of the
Conquest. The graveyard gradually spread eastwards and reached the present eastern
limit (modern Bailgate) by the late 14th century; the well continued in use until the late
17th century.
LONDON: CITY, BOW LANE.

See p. 254.

- - - : - - - , CUTLER STREET.

See p. 254.

(Surrey): SOUTHWARK, HIBERNIA WHARF (TQ 32568035). G. Dennis for
Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological Excavation Committee and D.o.E. began
excavation on the SW. part of a large redevelopment between Southwark Cathedral and
the Thames. The earliest post-Roman activity consisted of three rectangular timber-lined
pits, at least one of which seems to have been late Saxon. The main feature excavated was a
linear channel, about 4 m wide and apparently man-made, which crossed the site from
SE. to NW. This cut the late Saxon pit, but was partly silted up by the r r th century, and
so may have been dug some time in the loth. St Mary Overy's Dock still survives along the
W. side of Hibernia Wharf and documentary evidence suggests that it dates from at least
the early post-Conquest period. The excavated channel must therefore either have been
part of the dock or have fed into it. The presence of these late Saxon/early medieval
features tends to confirm the documentary sources which suggest that a bridgehead settlement was already in existence in N. Southwark at the time of the Norman Conquest.
LONDON

NORFOLK: NORTH ELMHAM, SPONG HILL (TF 981195).
C. Hills for Norfolk Archaeological Unit and D.o.E. excavated a further 350 pagan Saxon cremations in this eighth
season of work (cf. Medieoal Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 241). The total of cremations is now over
1600. No further inhumations were found. A r st-century Roman kiln was also excavated,
together with a section of a contemporary ditch and assorted pits, post-holes and other
features of dates ranging from Roman to modern. No further prehistoric material was
discovered.
The cremations not only established the SE. limits of the cemetery, of which threequarters must now have been completely excavated, but also included some of the most
interesting individual finds to have come from the site so far. One pot, decorated with
animal stamps, appears to have been made by a potter whose products also occurred at
Caistor-by-Norwich, while another was decorated with an incised scene which shows a
stag attacked by hounds or wolves. Another cremation contained the richest collection of
gravegoods so far discovered in a single cremation. These included substantial parts of an
equal-armed brooch, a pair of undamaged saucer brooches with spiral scroll pattern, silver
bound iron rings and silver finger rings as well as the more normal bone comb, ivory and
glass beads. The brooches have close German parallels and must date from the earliest
phase of the cemetery's use. The most unusual object found so far is a small pottery seated
human figure, forming part ofa pot lid (Antiquity, LIV, no. 210 (198),52-55),
- - - : NORWICH, OLD CATTLE MARKET (TG 23320852).
Excavations by B. Ayers
for Norfolk Archaeological Unit and D.o.E. were undertaken within the NE. bailey of
Norwich Castle prior to re-development. The bailey itself proved to be a fortified meadow
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which continued as an open space until the late 17th century. However, it was found to
seal a late Saxon graveyard and church. The graveyard contained some 68 articulated
burials within the area of the excavation, of which 35 were children. All were aligned
E.-W. and many rested on pillows of flint. No traces of coffins were located although some
graves may have been plank-lined. Traces of one or two shroud pins were recovered and
the later graves had crushed chalk markers at the feet. They all lay to the N. of a small
timber building of three phases. The first of these had burnt down, some burnt cabled
limestone, probably from an arch in a screen, being recovered in the debris. The second
phase appears to have been briefly occupied before the final phase established the structure
as a church with a rectangular nave and a square chancel and an overall length of 9.6 m
by 5.0 m wide. This building was previously unrecorded and was presumably destroyed
after the Conquest.
- - - : - , WHITE FRIARS (TG 2343 0912).
B. Ayers for Norfolk Archaeological
Unit and D.o.E. sank a trial trench S. of the R. Wensum and W. of Whitefriars' Bridge to
investigate the possibility of late Saxon and medieval use of this part of the waterfront. A
shelving beach was uncovered which had been consolidated by levels of brushwood matting
to form a firmer working surface. Mooring posts were also excavated. Finds included
numerous objects of leather (boots, shoes and possibly part of a jerkin), an almost intact
r r th-ccntury bone comb and a high percentage of imported pottery (red-painted ware,
Ardenne, Badorf). The area fell into disuse in the late r r th century, probably with the
shift of market emphasis from the Tombland area of the Saxon borough to the new Market
Place in the Norman or French borough, the commercial waterfront moving downstream.
The strong possibility that a bridge stood on the site of the present Whitefriars' Bridge in
the pre-Conquest period makes it likely that the excavated area of waterfront was only
used by rivercraft and that larger shipping berthed immediately E. of the bridge, near the
church of St Martin-at-Palace.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE: EARLS BARTON, ALL SAINTS CHURCH (SP 852637).
M. Audovy
for Northants. County Council Archaeological Unit and D.o.E. excavated in the S. aisle
prior to underpinning of the foundation of the SW. corner of the aisle. Structures revealed
were:
(a) the foundations of the Saxon tower near its SE. corner to a width of I. IO m. The
foundation courses, below the plinth, were 0.20 m to 0.25 m deep and set in loose, sandy
earth; (b) a massive, roughly rectangular structure most of which was engaged under
the W. wall of the aisle. To the N. it abutted the foundations of the Saxon tower. To the S.
it was abutted by the aisle's foundations. It was about 1.30 m wide by 1.50 m deep with
an offset of about 0.40 m, and consisted of courses of large pitched slabs of limestone, set
on top of each other, embedded in earth and crowned by flat slabs. The structure could be
the footing of a buttress predating the Early English aisle but later than the tower; (c) the
foundations of the S. aisle. These consisted mainly of coursed, medium sized, roughly
rectangular limestone blocks c. 1.20 m in depth.
The stratigraphy consisted of successive burials; a group cut by the aisle foundations
and possibly of the late Saxon period, together with a succession extending down to the
last century. The earlier groups of seven were in graves orientated W.-E., cut into the
ironstone bedrock and arranged in a N.-S. line. Most of the group appeared to be either
contemporary with or later than the tower; one however was probably earlier. There were
no associated finds.
- - - : NORTHAMPTON, GREGORY STREET (SP 751603).
]. H. and F. Williams
excavated for Northampton Development Corporation and D.o.E. on an L-shaped site
on the S. side of the street with a N. frontage of c. 26 m and an E. frontage of 0.28 m. A
stone building with crucks had stood on the corner until only a few years ago, the rest of the
site being occupied by Victorian brick or ironstone cottages. The site of the cruck building
had contained structures with stone walls covering approximately the same area from
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perhaps the 13th century. It is not yet completely certain when the crucks were inserted
but it probably occurred in the post-medieval period. Other buildings were excavated
dating to both the medieval and post-medieval periods and there is a good series of medieval
and post-medieval pottery.
Underneath were two late Saxon rectangular post-built timber structures aligned
N.-S. and fronting on to a metalled area. They measured 3 m by at least 10 m and 4.5 m
by at least 10 m. This latter building had been re-built several times and burnt floor levels
survived. Slag and hammer-scale showed that metal-working had been practised.
Four graves were aligned E.-W. at the N. end of the site, one of which was almost
certainly earlier than the metalling associated with the late Saxon timber buildings. St
Gregory's Church was situated just across Gregory Street to the N. It is first recorded in the
r zth century but the parish was incorporated into All Saints' parish in the r Sth century
and the church itself converted into a free-school. This was largely demolished in the
r qth century when warehouses were built. St Gregory's, as previously suspected, can now
almost certainly be shown to have its origins in the Saxon period.
- - - : --~, MONKS POND STREET.

--~: - - - , YORK ROAD.

See p. 254.

See p. 254.

- - - : RAUNDS (SP998733).
G. Cadman for Northants. County Council and D.o.E.
continued excavation of the two Saxon churches, graveyard and medieval manor house
(ef. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 242). The earlier of the churches started life as a single
cell building c. 4-5 m by 3.0 m, to which was added a smaller chancel. This building,
dated to the roth century, was replaced by a larger church, which in turn was partially
re-used in the construction of the manor house in the early r zth century. The graveyard
surrounding the two churches has revealed 279 inhumations so far. Excavation of the
graveyard continues, together with investigation of boundaries associated with the ecclesiastical and secular usage of the site. See p. 258.
SOMERSET: WELLS CATHEDRAL (ST 551459).
W. Rodwell for D.o.E. and Committee
for Rescue Archaeology in Avon, Gloucestershire and Somerset continued excavation to
the E. of the cloister (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 255-58), on the sites of several
demolished chapels (Fig. 5). The earliest structure consisted of the W. end of a hitherto
unknown building which was overlain by the late Saxon chapel of St Mary. That is now
seen as a detached Lady Chapel just E. of the presbytery apse of the Saxon cathedral.
The chapel was later joined to the apse by linking walls. In the mid r r th century buildings
were erected, probably by Bishop Giso, to the N. and S. of the chapel; those to the S.
served domestic functions, while the cloister was possibly to the N. The nucleus of the
Saxon Lady Chapel was subsequently incorporated in Jocelin's cloisters, being demolished
in 1477 to makeway for Bishop Stillington's Chantry Chapel, the western half of which has
now been excavated.
Some 270 burials have also been excavated, many of which belong to the Saxon lay
cemetery, which lay to the N. of the Lady Chapel. One grave contained a mid 8th-century
sceatta. Part of an early roth-century sculptured tombstone was also found. See also p. 244.
STAFFORDSHIRE: STAFFORD.
M. O. H. Carver and M. Hummler for Birmingham
University and D.o.E. carried out a preliminary archaeological survey of the town. At
Tipping Street (SK 9237232 I) part of a large late Saxon building or palisade was found,
containing Stafford ware in primary and secondary fills. At 8 St Mary's Grove (SK 92102327)
was found an oven with baking floor, fire chamber, stokeholes and collapsed clay dome
which overlay a cultivated topsoil with slag. Another similar structure appeared in section.
These features were sealed by Stafford ware and dated to the roth century. At 7 St Mary's
Grove, a ditch contained roth-century Stafford ware, and at I I St lvfary's Place
(SK 92152316) a rich r oth to 14th-century pit sequence was discovered.
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Preliminary assessment of these investigations suggests that the site of Stafford was
first fully exploited in the roth century by the Saxons, who found it to be a long spur upon a
low-lying peninsula contained by the R. Sowe. This first town occupied most of the area
contained between the river and the King's Pool, at that time a marsh. Apart from a
narrow strip on the N. and W. sides, it is well preserved and may represent the largest
intact late Saxon settlement in the West Midlands. At least three activities (pottery manufacture, smelting and baking) are represented in the small sample so far taken. The pottery
industry, producing r oth-u r th-ccntury 'Stafford Ware', appears to be localized in the SE.,
with a residential or other industrial quarter to the N. of St Mary's Church. The sequence
generally continues intact into the mid 13th century.
SUFFOLK: BRANDON (TL 7786). R. D. Carr for the Suffolk Archaeological Unit and
D.o.E. opened seven trial trenches in an unploughed meadow to investigate an area due
to be landscaped. The meadow contains a sand ridge running E.-W. parallel to the river
and rising c. 3 m above the surrounding peat. The ridge has several man-made features,
notably a rectangular ditch enclosing an area of c.60 m by 40 m, and a causeway to the
higher land to the S. The trenches were placed on this ridge and all except one produced
some evidence of structures and pottery of middle Saxon date, suggesting the whole sand
island was occupied or utilized within the period A.D. 650-850. A probable building
located within the rectangular enclosure, with its broadly associated burials, is likely to be
a medieval church or chapel, but with a strong possibility that it is the successor to an
earlier building. A kiln-type structure in an ajdacent trench indicates some sort of industrial
activity. Work continues.
- - - : IPSWICH, FOUNDATION STREET (TM 1644). K. Wade for the Suffolk Archaeological Unit and D.o.E. excavated an area of 100 sq. m fronting the street to the N. of St
Mary Quay Church. Romano-British coins and pottery were residual in later features but
there were no features of that date. Fronting the street were the foundation trenches of the
back wall of a later Saxon building and cellars of a 17th or r Sth-century building. Behind
these was a series of pits ranging in date from middle Saxon to r qth century. Most pits
were middle Saxon or 9th century in date, and contained a large variety of imported
pottery. There was no evidence of any activity other than residential occupation.
SURREY: REIGATE.

See p. 255.

SUSSEX, EAST: EAST DEAN.
~~-, ~~~:

LEWES.

See p. 246.
See p. 255.

SUSSEX, WEST: SELMESTON (TQ 5I0070). H. Clarke and M. Welch for the Sussex
Saxon Research Group excavated on the site of the Saxon cemetery discovered in 1897
and partially excavated by D. Thomson in 1963 (Archaeologia, 101 (1967), 75 and 84;
I05 (1975), 3 IO- I 2). to assess its potential for future excavation. An area 15 m by 7.5 m
was opened immediately adjacent to the site of the previous discoveries. The soil conditions
obliterated grave outlines for the most part and removed all bones except teeth cappings in
two graves. At least fourteen graves were identified and most of these were oriented W.-E.
A soil stain possibly representing a coffin edge was traced in one grave, and the stain of a
wooden chamber in the largest grave was unmistakable. All the assemblages appear to
have accompanied men with seven spearheads, five shields, six iron buckles, six knives,
bronze tweezers and an iron ring. The male predominance is reflected in the earlier
and largely unpublished finds with an estimated nineteen weapon assemblages to two
brooch and bead combinations. The spear and shield forms excavated this year belong
within the 6th and early 7th centuries, although the overall date range of the cemetery
extends from the 5th to the early 7th century.
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WARWICKSHIRE: BIDFORD-ON-AVON (SP 099519). S. Hirst for Warwick County
Museum and D.o.E. excavated in 1975, 1978 and 1979 in an area to the E. and N. of the
site of the early Saxon cemetery, in advance of road and housing programmes. A complex
of ditches, pits and post-holes was found sealed below a thick medieval (?) ploughsoil.
Only a relatively small number of these features could be dated. To the l'\E. of the cemetery
was a small, 8 m square, walled enclosure or building. Inside the part excavated was a
Roman pot containing a cremation.
Of the early Saxon period only three further graves were found; two c.50 m N of the
1922-23 area (found by W. Ford and S. Ball in 1971) and one C.25 m N. Dr T. Dickinson
has dated the objects in the two northernmost graves to the 6th century, while the third
grave is probably of the early 7th century. Four unaccompanied W.-E. graves were found
in salvage recording to the SE. of the site and bone from these burials has been sent for
radiocarbon dating. A pit and ditch of late Saxon date were also found in the NE. part of
the site. The pit contained much burnt material, a bun-shaped loomweight, eight iron
objects including a scythe blade, a spearhead and ferrule and a possible barrel padlock,
and fragments of shattered querns. The ditch contained more burnt material and quern
fragments. There were also fragments of Roman tile, a Roman sherd and two sherds of
gritty hand-made pottery. I t seems likely that this material represents the destruction debris
of a late Saxon timber building, perhaps a workshop or farm building. No other traces of
this building were identified and it may lie to the N. or NE. of the area excavated. The
quern fragments are from eight or nine separate stones (diameter C.42 cm) and have been
identified by Professor Shotton as being of volcanic breccia from the West Midlands
pre-Cambrian.
There were no medieval features and the site was almost certainly part of the medieval
open fields, though no clear traces of ridge and furrow were found. The site seems to have
been peripheral to the settlement in all periods; to have been used in the Roman period for
gravel extraction (probably for the Rycknield Street) and to some extent for burial; to
have been used extensively for burial in the early Saxon period and perhaps to have
had only agricultural use thereafter. The main settlement area in the medieval period,
and probably also earlier, lies to the SE. of this site, its focus being a strategically important
ford. Traces of such a crossing were found on the N. edge of the river immediately W. of
Bidford bridge where there was a ro.5 m thick causeway of Roman or later date, made of
lias slabs and gravel.
- - - : WARWICK.

See p. 256.

WILTSHIRE: WARMIKSTER.

See p. 256.

YORKSHIRE, NORTH (Yorkshire, North Riding): GILLING WEST (NX 176056). Limited
excavations by D. O'Sullivan and R. Young on the boundary bank of the probable site
of the 7th-century monastery of Ingethlingum (Bede, Historia Ecclesiastica 3: 14, 3: 24)
revealed little trace of construction prior to the last century.
- - - , - - - ( - - - , East - - - ) : WHARRAM PERCY.

See p. 261.

ISLE OF MAN
ANDREAS (SC 415993). A further parcel of three complete and one damaged coins
from the I860s Andreas church tower hoard has come to light. This was lent to the Manx
Museum for study and photography. The patina on the damaged coin matched that on the
Manx Museum's holding, confirmation that it formed part of the same hoard. The coins
remain in private hands.
BRADDAN: BALLASLIG (SC 359738). The Manx Museum received a further coin from
the hoard remnant, found in 1978 with the aid of metal detectors. The discoverers intend to
do further work. Finds will be deposited in the Manx Museum, Douglas.
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BRADDAN: DOUGLAS HEAD.
The Manx Museum acquired a half follis of a Byzantine
emperor of the 6th century, found with a metal detector. It would seem unlikely that this
was lost in antiquity (I.O.M.M.M., 79, 53).
GERMAN: PORT E CANDAS (SC 285816).
P. S. Gelling for the University of Birmingham
completed a further phase in his continuing excavation of this Dark Age habitation site.
Finds will be deposited in the Manx Museum.
LEZAYRE: CLAGHBANE (SC 449936).
Following the recovery of a part of an iron
sword blade from a building site near Ramsey, A. M. Cubbon excavated the hilt and upper
part of a Viking sword and shield mountings, with no associated grave. Finds will be
deposited in the Manx Museum, Douglas.
MICHAEL: DRUIDALE, KEEILL VAEL (SC 371888).
C. Morris for University of Durham
and the Manx Museum investigated a small keeill with partially-surrounding wall, and
initiated small-scale excavation prior to flooding for a new reservoir. The keeill measured
c.3.3 m by 2.0 m internally, with walls c. 1.2 m wide, standing c.o.fio m high. Internally,
a stone-constructed altar and two probable cross-slabs were found; the walls indicate at
least two periods of construction. The wall surrounding the chapel to the W. and NW.
joins an outcrop of rock to the S. and at no point is it more than 1.0 m away from the
chapel walls. To the N. and E., it appears that there might be earlier features below the
walls of the chapel. Beyond this wall, on the natural perimeter of the site, part of a stone
wall was located, but no graves have yet been recognized. Survey and excavation continue.

SCOTLAND
BORDERS (Berwickshire): COLDSTREAM, THE HIRSEL (NT 830406).
R. Cramp, for the
University of Durham, the S.D.D., and the Douglas and Angus Estates, excavated in the
Dial Knowe or Low Field. Excavation followed the 1978 resistivity survey of that area of the
site from which ploughing had in 1977 produced grave markers of Early Christian to
early medieval types (see Proc. Soc. Antiqs. Scotland, forthcoming). The gravestones provided
the possibility that there could have been an early cemetery on the site, and that this
could pre-date the church mentioned in the Coldstream Cartulary as existing at the Hirsel
by 1165-66. The whereabouts of the church had been forgotten by 1627 and before the
recent ploughing, the site of church and graveyard was unknown.
Excavation produced evidence, in the form of pottery and wattle structures, of Neolithic occupation (3500-2500 B.C.). The next identifiable phase consisted of timber and
stone structures which seem to date to the 8th and 9th centuries A.D. S. of this area, the
perimeter wall of a cemetery enclosure was located. The final phase of this feature seems
to date to the 13th century. Seven graves were identified, and although bone survival was
poor, three adult skeletons survived in remarkable condition. Three of the 'empty' graves
had plain head and footstones. Excavation continues.

- - - (Dumfries and Galloway):

WIGTOWN, RISPAIN CAMP.

See p. 260.

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY (Dumfriesshire): MOTE OF MARK (NX 845540).
D. Longley
for the University of St Andrews excavated on a section of the northern rampart and the
adjacent interior of the Dark Age hill fort previously investigated in 1913 (Proc. Soc. Antiqs.
Scotland), 48 (1913), 125-68) and 1973 (Discovery and Excavation in Scotland 1973, 32-34).
Further investigation was also made of the postulated breach or gateway in the S. rampart
which was not completely excavated in 1973: this is now clearly revealed as a feature of the
1913 work, the loose blocking being backfill from that excavation. Work on the N. rampart
shows that it and its associated occupation are of Dark Age date, though the first phase of
activity may have been unenclosed. This was followed by the construction of a relatively
slight stone wall and, subsequently, a massive stone and timber rampart. Metalworking
debris and a range of small finds of the 5th to 7th centuries are associated with both
enclosed phases.
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HIGHLANDS (Caithness): FRESWICK CASTLE (ND 378672). Rescue work by C. Batey,
C. Morris and D.]. Rackham for S.D.D. was undertaken in advance of renovation in the
cellars and outbuildings. A southerly extension of the site on Freswick Links was uncovered,
characterized by a dense concentration of Freswick pottery in a midden layer and possibly
early structures under the castle.
- - - : FRESWICK LINKS (ND 376676). C. Morris, C. Batey and D.]. Rackham for
S.D.D. carried out a short survey to gauge the extent of destruction of this site, to walk
eroded areas to collect artifactual material, and to take environmental samples of midden
deposits prior to excavation in 1980. Artifacts collected included much grass-marked
pottery and some steatite; the biological material is exceedingly rich, but augering indicated that, although the middens are extensive, much has been eroded.
ORKNEY: BIRSAY (HY 244281). Excavations by C. Morris and N. Pc arson for S.D.D.
and Durham University continued to the W. of the building uncovered in 1978 (cf.
Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 246-47). A small drain running N.-S. and the circular
stone-lined end of a building similar to that excavated nearby at Buckquoy by A. Ritchie,
were found. Slots for a partition and a hearth were also found, but the major part of the
building has already been destroyed. Few finds werc made.
- - - : - - - , BEACHVIEW STUDIO SITE (HY 247275). A curving structure located
in 1978 (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 247) contained a slab-lined hearth with large
quantities of carbonized seeds: it was later than, and bonded into, a rectangular building.
This building was filled with rubble and large midden-like deposits with quantities of
fishbone, shell and other biological material: a radiocarbon determination gives a date of
94 0 ± 55 b.p. (GU-I 191). Freswick-type pottery, a bone comb and steatite sherds were
found below, together with a slab-lined hearth. The walls of the building stand seven
courses high, and extend at least 14.5 m to the W. A second small building, to the E.,
was also uncovered, and indications of earlier occupation and structural deposits below
the buildings. N. Emery and C. Morris excavated for S.D.D. and Durham University.
- - - : - - - , BEACHVIEW BURNSIDE (HY 247276). Excavation by C. Morris and
N. F. Pearson for S.D.D. and Durham University took place in two areas, one above the
structures located in 1978 (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 247). In both areas, extensive
midden deposits were located and examined. Late Norse artifacts and much biological
material were collected. Below, remains of several structural features were noted, but not
excavated.
_ _ _ : - - - , BROUGH OF BIRSAY (HY 239285). Excavation continued within the
Guardianship area on site E, as opened in 1976 and 1977 (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXII
(197 8), 15 2-55). Building E was dismantled archaeologically, and earlier phases below
partially excavated. The 'annexes' to the E. were also dismantled: an I I th-century
Anglo-Saxon coin was found in one ~a~l. A thick rubble ~eposit below the walls produced
metal artifacts, steatite fragments, vitrified fuel ash, a spmdle whorl and much mammal
bone. The post-holes and slots below, cut into the natural clay, will be excavated in 1980.
C. D. Morris and N. F. Pearson excavated this for S.D.D. and Durham University.
J. Hunter for S.D.D. and Bradford .univers~ty excavated at the cliff edge t? the S. of
the consolidated area where coastal erOSIOn contmues to deplete the archaeologrcallevels.
An area of approximately 200 sq. m was opened as the result of a magnetometer survey,
revealing remains of structures and features of both Norse and pre-Norse character.
Substantial areas were opened outside the immediate vicinity of the structures to provide
information on external activity, notably the drainage gulley systems which constituted
an important aspect of domestic occupation.
Considerable portions of the buildings had been lost to the sea and robbing had
presumably taken its toll of surviving standing walls. Nevertheless foundation facings,
Q
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rubble destruction and occupation layers remained relatively intact. At this stage it would
appear that three main phases of occupation took place, the last two of which were undoubtedly Norse. The final phase was represented by a series of open hearths, rubble
spreads and pits probably used for kelp. These had been cut into at least two large buildings
constructed with stone-faced walls. Steatite fragments were common in both phases
although other artifacts from either domestic or industrial activity were rare. The site is
unusually water-logged and provides excellent possibilities for environmental analysis.
Excavation continues.
- - - : ORPHIR (HY 335045).
C. Batey for Durham University excavated further
on the tunnel or drain feature recorded in 1978 (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), '247).
A small trench to the W. and overlying the tunnel produced rich midden deposits only a
few millimetres below the present ground surface and sealing the tunnel at a depth of
approximately 0.5 m. This produced a small bronze gilded annular brooch and possible
short knife blade. E. of the Guardianship Area two features were found which were
possibly associated with the Bu, one being a drain and the other possibly a wall.
At HY 33'2045, fieldwalking on ploughland at the adjacent site of Lavacroon produced finds
ranging from the prehistoric period to the Norse period.
WALES
CLWYD (Flintshire): RHUDDLAN (SJ 030773). J. D. Manley for Clwyd County
Council made a trial excavation on the S. side of the monument known as the Town
Ditch, reputed to be the defences of the Anglo-Saxon burh of Cledemutha mentioned in the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as a foundation of Edward the Elder in 9'2 I.
Excavation revealed a counterscarp bank of redeposited red boulder clay c.8 m wide.
This sat upon a deposit of grey/yellow clay which in turn rested on a single layer of cobbling
covering the undisturbed natural boulder clay surface. Radiocarbon dates from the lower
of two charcoal deposits on the top of the grey/yellow clay gave determinations of a.d.
790 ± 60 (CAR '240) and a.d. 795 ± 55 (CAR '241). A large ditch was found between the
remains of the counterscarp bank and the inner bank. The ditch had been deliberately
backfilled. An inner bank was located (but not excavated), some 17 m wide (presumably
in its collapsed form). Behind the inner bank in the interior of the enclosed area, post-holes,
a small ditch and a deposit of cobbling was located. Excavation continues.
GWYNEDD (Caernarvonshire) : LLANRHOS.
Salvage excavation by R. B. White for the
Gwynedd Archaeological Trust and D.o.E. on the site of the discovery of a hoard of over
'200 silver pennies of Cnut found by a metal detector, revealed further coins and showed
that they were unstratified, lying in the topsoil cheek by jowel with artifacts of recent
date. Most of the coins are of quatrefoil type of the Chester Mint with a sprinkling of other
mints. Further work is planned on the site of the discovery.

II.

POST-CONQUEST

A. MONASTIC SITES
ENGLAND
AVON (Somerset): BRISTOL, CATHEDRAL, ANCHOR ROAD (ST 58417'260).
E. Boore for
Bristol Museum and D.o.E. discovered the foundations and part of the wall of a circular
dovecote during the excavation of foundation trenches at Bristol Cathedral School. Its
internal diameter was 3.8 m and the walls, of Brandon Hill Stone, were I m thick. The
internal face was of dressed Dundry freestone. The threshold of an entrance porch was found
on the W. side. It is estimated from surviving remains that the dovecote contained C.500
nesting boxes. Pottery finds suggest a r q.th-centurv date supported by a documentary
reference to an 'Old Dovecote'. A wall, floor and drain on W. side of the dovecote were
probably part of the post-medieval Bishop's Palace.
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(SP 923227). E. Baker for Bedfordshire County Council and D.o.E. continued excavation of this alien priory of the
Order of Fontevrault (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 248-49). Work has been concentrated on the main buildings, and those described previously have now been fully
excavated together with the exposed part of the graveyard.
The boundary ditch (Period 2) was seen to go under the 'Hall' and may go partly
under the drain formerlv described as the rere-dorter. This drain runs round to the W. at a
lower level of the newly-opened part of the masonry building containing ovens (Period 5).
This structure, of 13th or 14th-century date, contains a complex sequence of hearths and
ovens, probably indicating that it was a bake- or brew-house. Attached to the S., connected
by a parallel corridor, is a possibly earlier dwarf stone wall and post-pad structure containing hearths of unknown industrial function. Throw-outs from these may account for
dense areas of burning to the S. and W. The building was probably shortened at its E. end,
and a tile hearth and earth floor were inserted into the resulting smaller structure.
A lean-to building was attached to the W. The S. range of late or post-medieval
buildings (Period 7) appeared to continue W. and may have been integrated into the
remains of a possible 14th-century bridge abutment. This was seen on the E. edge of the
N.-S. fishpond, probably utilizing an old watercourse, which runs along the bottom of the
site. A cobbled road or path contemporary with the abutment ran between the buildings
and the fishpond. The crossing was replaced by a ford made up of dumped clay.
BEDFORSHIRE: LEIGHTON BUZZARD, GROVE PRIORY

BERKSHIRE: READING ABBEY (SU 718737). Excavations by A. G. Vince for Berkshire
Archaeological Trust and D.o.E. to determine the archaeological potential of part of the
site of the Benedictine Abbev found that over half of the area of the cloister and the W.
range was totally destroyed 'by r qth and zoth-ccntury disturbance. A trench across the
Refectory found a small area of buried soil sealed below the construction level together
with gullies and post-holes that may have been the remains of temporary wooden structures associated with the construction of the Abbey in the r z th century.
A trench running S. from the Refectory found a small area of medieval buildings with
walls.offlint and pegtile in mortar. The walls were running at a slight angle to the existing
remains.
Trial trenches alongside the R. Kennett located a late medieval waterfront with timber
piles set into the bank. Earlier silt contained at its base a dump of flint rubble and thick
tiles, probably Roman. There was no other dating evidence for this silt.
The absence of pagan Saxon pottery or any pre-Norman finds contrasts with the
excavations at the E. end of the Abbey church where over twenty sherds of grass-tempered
and other Saxon pottery were found in a comparatively small area.
CHESHIRE: CHESTER, GREYFRIARS COURT (S] 402661).
T. J. Strickland and S. Ward
for Chester City Council and D.o.E. excavated between 1976 and 1978 the site of the
Dominican friary founded in c. 1236 (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 249). The excavation revealed the N. aisle and part of the nave of the church with a section across the court
to the W. of it.
The site was levelled by a large clay dump put down in the ruins of the Roman
building whose walls were then robbed out except where they were incorporated in the
church foundations, suggesting that the church plan had been laid out before the robbing
occurred. Originally the nave may have been eight bays long, although the W. one was
not pierced by an arch to the aisle and the E. one may have been used as the walking
place. Throughout the use of the friary the line and position of the arcade piers remained
the same, though everything else was repositioned or rebuilt.
In the second phase the nave and aisle were reduced by at least one bay at the E. end
and a transept or porch was constructed at the E. end of the aisle, presumably as part of the
walking place. It was paved with substantial sandstone flags laid diagonally.
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Immediately W. of the new nave E. wall foundation a rubble spread forming a much
shallower foundation, generally only one stone thick, was found. A skull, facing E. was
discovered built into it. It is possibly an altar foundation. It was subsequently sealed by the
earlier of the two tile floors for which evidence survived. The porch and the E. end of the
aisle were replaced yet again by a simple square end. A massive foundation was laid continuing the line of the nave arcade suggesting that the choir was rebuilt to the same width
as the nave. At some stage the W. end of the nave was shortened in length by one bay,
probably when it was also shortened at the E. end.
The final rebuilding was overtaken by the Dissolution in 1536 and was not completed.
Foundation trenches had been dug for a new W. end to the nave which incorporated a
tower, and for the N. aisle wall. It seems that the main walls and arcades of the nave,
except the W. bay, were left standing, probably unroofed. This is supported by the inventory drawn up at the Dissolution which notes no contents for the nave and no lead on its
roof. Only part of the tower foundations were laid when work was stopped, possibly due to
lack offunds rather than the surrender of the friary. Light walls were found at the E. end of
the nave, perhaps to close off the choir, and also at the W. end.
The remains of two tile floors were found within the church, the earlier laid diagonal
to its axis and the latter laid parallel to it. The floor appeared to have been stripped out of
the building before it was demolished. A large number of infant, male and female burials
was found.
W. of the church the remains of a massive wall forming a corner were found. This
may be a boundary wall with a projection in front of the church or a small free-standing
building. This structure originally lay close to the church W. face but when that was
moved E. the space created was used for a light lean-to structure built against the large
wall. The remainder of the area had sandstone cobbling.
At the extreme W. beyond these features a further series of medieval structures was
discovered. The earliest was a well-built stone-lined drain still open and running NW.
towards the Watergate. It was possibly the main outfall from the friary. The remains of a
large wall, 1.4 m wide, were found built above this drain, which ran diagonally under it.
The wall is possibly the friary precinct wall. N. of the latrine there were the remains of
two phases of a light timber structure with clay floors. These clay floors sealed a ditch
which may pre-date the friary. Finally the large wall was demolished and a road surface
was laid down, incorporating the ruins of the wall with a kerb along its E. side. This
surface probably continued in use after the Dissolution.
- - - : RUNCORN, NORTON PRIORY (S] 548831).
]. P. Greene and B. Sale for Runcorn Development Corporation, and Cheshire County Council (Planning Department)
examined an area in the SW. part of the Augustinian Priory (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII
(1979), 249)' Two large ditches crossed the area, serving the same purpose as the later
masonry monastic drain, that is taking waste from the latrines and the kitchens, and roof
water. In the early 13th century the ditch went out of use, and rubbish was thrown into it.
The other ditch ran S. and then turned W. through an angle of ninety degrees. It would
appear that this ditch provided drainage and possibly also a boundary, for part of the
complex of r z th-ccntury timber buildings previously excavated in the vicinity.
Both ditches were filled with clay in the early 13th century, as preparation for the
construction of two large masonry buildings whose foundations survived. Their breadth
and depth must be explained in terms of the structure they supported, but were also
probably demanded by the dangers of subsidence caused by the filled ditches. Both buildings
extended beyond the area excavated. Their situation, alongside part of the outer courtyard
but also near the kitchens, would have been suitable for guest quarters. Nearby was a
rectangular masonry structure which may have operated as a latrine.
In the 14th century a masonry drain serving the kitchens was constructed across the
area. I t comprised a slab top, ashlar sides and a base hollowed to a semi-circular profile.
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It was contemporary with the second main masonry drain to be constructed, which had an
identical design on a larger scale.
CUMBRIA (Cumberland): CARLISLE (NY 400558). Excavations by M. R. McCarthy
for Carlisle City Council and D.o.E. on Blackfriars Street confirmed the presence of the
conventual buildings belonging to the Dominican Friary under the Marks and Spencer
car park (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXII (I978), I56). It is possible that there was a double
cloister on the evidence of two E.-W. ranges of buildings revealed together with the I978
discovery of the church and a representation on a map dated c. I560.
DORSET: WIMBORNE MINSTER.

See p. 25 I.

ESSEX: WALTHAM ABBEY (TL 380007). C. P. Clarke for Essex County Council and
D.o.E. excavated at the former Lawns Hotel site immediately S. of the Benedictine Abbey
and confirmed Saxo-Norman occupation followed by late medieval buildings (cf. Medieval
Archaeol., XXIII (I979), 250).
GLOUCESTERSHIRE: GLOUCESTER (SO 829 I 84). A further season of excavations at
Blackfriars was undertaken by C. J. Guy for the D.o.E. (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (I979),
250). At the end of the nave post-Dissolution cellars had destroyed the Friary-period floor
levels. Several graves were observed in the N. transept but were not excavated. The N.
aisle, outside the present building, was also excavated. The I3th-century aisle was rebuilt
and widened by 0.3 m in the I4th century. The aisle was demolished in the rfith century
after the Dissolution. Two floor levels - one of I4th and the other of I5th or rfith-century
date - were observed, both with some tiles still in situ.
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER (Worcestershire): REDDITCH, BORDESLEY ABBEY
(SP 045699). S. Hirst and P. A. Rahtz (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (I979), 252) completed
the excavation of the E. bay of the nave, crossing and presbytery. The primary builders'
layers were extensively examined. Associated with these earliest building levels at the W.
edge of the crossing were timber-slots which are interpreted as having held timbers for a
temporary wooden wall. This may mark the termination of the first building programme,
the completion of enough of the church to enable its E. end to be brought into use for
liturgical purposes, and the abandonment of the temporary wooden church.
Work on the E. and NE. cemetery included the excavation of 25 more graves principally of pre-I 4th-century date and some of r z th-ccntury date. The skeletons had been
buried in 'coffins' built up of stones, wooden coffins, holes in the ground covered by
wooden lids, and earth graves. Three memorial slabs (one inscribed Henricus) were
removed. Beneath one there was no grave and so it may have been a memorial stone to a
monk who died and was buried elsewhere.
HUMBERSIDE (Yorkshire, E. Riding): BEVERLEY.

See p. 252.

KENT: DOVER, DOVER COLLEGE (TR 3I54I5). Excavation by Brian Philp for Kent
Archaeological Rescue Unit, Dover District Council and D.o.E. was carried out close to
the r z th-centurv hall within the limits of Dover Priory. The area was heavily disturbed
and no structure was found.
- - - : - - - , MARKET SQUARE.
- - - : SANDWICH.

See p. 227.

See p. 253.

LONDON: CITY, MITRE SQUARE (TQ 33458102). Excavations by the Department
of Urban Archaeology (Chief Urban Archaeologist, Brian Hobley; Field Officer,
John Schofield) for Museum of London and D.o.E. on the W. side of Mitre Square revealed
foundations of the range on the W. side of the cloister of Holy Trinity Priory (founded
I ro8). Three main phases were identified: an initial building on the W. side of the cloister,
wi th burials to the S., some in chalk and mortar cists ; a phase of adaptation at the time of
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new building to the S. and E.; and a third phase of later internal adaptation. It is suggested
that the first phase is early r zth century, the second and third r ath century or later.
Current work on the reconstruction of the priory (with R. Lea) indicates that the second
phase foundations were the W. end of the conventual church, probably including a
tower, as shown in the Symons plan of 1592.
SALOP (Shropshire): HAUGHMOND ABBEY (SJ 542152).
Excavations by J. J. West
for the D.o.E. on the site of the early church were completed (cf. Archaeological Excavations,
1975,26 and 1976, 30). In its first phase the church consisted of a single cell with square
porticus-Iike transepts (Fig. 6). Immediately to the west was a graveyard containing at
least 25 graves, one of which was stone-lined; in nine others the head was supported on
either side by stones.
The addition of a cloister and the W. extension of the nave may reflect an expansion
and regularization of the community in the second quarter of the r zth century. The wide
foundations of the W. wall of the extended nave may indicate nothing more than the
structural problem of building on a steeply-sloping site. Five graves had been cut through
the roughly metalled floor of the extension; three were covered with slabs, one with a plain
chamfer, one with a crudely incised cross and one with a cross pattee in relief. Along
the N. alley of the cloister were six graves, four of which were stone-lined. There was no
W. range of claustral buildings.
Both church and cloister were demolished when the Abbey was rebuilt at the end of the
r zth century. The new cloister extended NW. over the site of the nave of the early church;
the S. transept of the new church was built on the site of the E. arm and S. 'porticus' of its
predecessor, and its crossing partly on the site of the N. 'porticus'.
The design of the late r eth or early 13th-century cloister arcade is published here on
p. 2 IO; a number of 13th and 14th-century tomb slabs were found in the north cloister
alley; a 13th-century Limoges enamel plaque is being published, together with a candlestick base, in Antiq. ]nl, LIX, pt. 2, forthcoming.
The cloister arcade was rebuilt around 1500, probably at the same time as the W. range
of claustral buildings was demolished and the church and chapter house were reduced in
size. The later history of the site, including its use as a formal garden, probably in the
early 17th century, and later as a farmyard, has been fully examined and recorded.
STAFFORDSHIRE: HULTON ABBEY (SJ 905493).
S. J. Greaves excavated in the N.
transept of this 13th-century Cistercian Abbey. Most of the walls of the N. transept were
excavated and excavation of the interior of the transept has commenced. At the junction
with the E. end of the N. aisle a burial was discovered close to a large trench filled with
boulders. The trench, parallel with the N. wall of the aisle and the NW. tower-crossing pier,
may have been cut subsequent to the erection of the church to give added support to the
foundations.
SUFFOLK: BURY ST EDMUNDS ABBEY (TL 857642).
In 1979 a second season of excavation directed by A. Fleming for D.o.E. took place within and around the upstanding,
ruinous, flint-cored N. three bays of the dorter range. A second cellar was found; unlike
the first, it was not integral to the building but wholly inside the walls and wholly robbed of
cladding. More evidence of intense occupation before the stone phases and further structural evidence of timber buildings was identified.
SUSSEX, EAST: BATTLE ABBEY (TQ 749157).
J. N. Hare for D.o.E. continued excavations on the site of some of the Benedictine monastic buildings (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII
(1979),253). The substantial remains of the reredorter range were excavated. The room
behind its main drain was of some importance, containing a fine stone fireplace and stained
glass windows. After the Dissolution, the ground had been built up to the N. of this range.
Within these layers were piles of glass and large quantites of small finds. Many of these were
associated with books and writing, and there was also a fragment of a rare r zth-ccntury
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ivory tau cross. The reredorter range was used between the Dissolution and its final
destruction. Work continued on the site of the chapter house and the excavation of the
graves there has now begun. E. of the 'parlour' was a long narrow late medieval or postDissolution range which had subsequently been remodelled and then replaced. S. of this
was the W. end of what was probably the monastic infirmary.
WARWICKSHIRE: MONKS KIRBY, ST EDITH'S CHURCH (SP 436832). Excavation by S. M.
Wright for Warwickshire Museum and D.o.E. alongside the NE. angle of the N. Chapel
of the Benedictine Priory Church revealed a complex building history. There are many
indications in the masonry of monastic buildings which adjoined the church. Clearance
of the foot of the wall revealed the lowest course of a blocked doorway flanked by cylindrical
columns bearing traces of chevron ornament; but it is not clear whether this, so far the
only apparently r z th-century work visible in the church, is in situ. Late deposits were
removed to a depth of 0.5 m revealing close-packed rubble and stone work. A fragment of
medieval tile and some stained glass were recovered.

ISLE OF MAN
BALLA SALLA, RUSHEN ABBEY (SC 277703).
L. A. S. Butler for Rushen Abbey
Gardens (Chellean Ltd.) and Manx Museum and National Trust excavated the central
area of the church and the W. part of the S. transept of the Cistercian Abbey (Fig. 7) (cf.
Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 254-55). The excavation confirmed that there had been
only one major period of church building on the site, but gave clearer evidence of modifications to the original plan. This was particularly clear where the choir S. wall and the S.
transept's W. wall stood up to two courses above pavement level. The S. transept W. wall
belonged to the earliest building and was plastered externally and internally. The choir
S. wall showed an alteration to the main plan with a blocking of the arch leading from the
choir to the S. transept. Further blocking of the S. transept W. doorway and a buttressing
wall across the choir S. arch could be traced from the differences in type of stone and composition of mortar. It is likely that the nave wall was of a later period above the foundation
course, probably the consecration of 1257, but extensive robbing made this difficult to
trace within the excavated area.
One unexpected feature was the absence of aisles on either side of the nave. On the N.
side of the churchyard soil and oriented burials occurred immediately outside the nave N.
wall. On the S. side the cloister alley (width 3 m) was found at the NE. angle of the
cloister and the footings of the arcade wall in red sandstone survived.
Slate paving on a thin yellow mortar base was used in the S. transept and cloister
walks (often the re- used roof sla tes); thick plain tiles were laid in the alley of the choir,
usually as replacements for the patterned tiles which had been disturbed by grave-digging.
The floors where the choir stalls had stood were of earth without any tiling. The position
of the night stair in the S. transept was also clearly established.
Small finds were few: one token (probably French c. 1400) came from the area of the
S. choir stalls; a shroud pin came from a burial disturbed when the blocking wall of the
S. choir arch was inserted. A few pieces of bronze mount and a worked bone pin were
recovered from the destruction level of the choir and a small personal whetstone came from
the Victorian disturbance above the choir.
The four periods of post-medieval destruction identifiable in the 1978 season could be
identified in the area of the 1979 excavation. The S. transept W. wall had remained visible
until the late 19th century and so was not severely robbed.

SCOTLAND
STRATIICLYDE (Lanarkshire): LESMAHAGOW PRIORY (NS 814398).
A. Gordon and
]. Wordsworth for Lanark District Council excavated the claustral ranges of this Tironian
Priory. The rags tone foundations of the W. range were found with traces of an ashlar
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t he Conq ue ror ) , La T r i n it ~ (c h ur c h o f Abba ye aux Dames f o und ed by Quee n Ma t i l da ) a nd
the pa ri sh chu r ch o f St Pi e r r e . It i s hoped that we s ha l l be able t o e xp l o r e t he
c a s t le (not no r mal l y ope n to the pu bl i c ) a nd in pa r t i c ula r t he 11t h ce n tu r y Sa l le de
l 'Ech i q uier . There shou l d be t ime t o d r i ve out to t he 13t h cen t ury abbe y church of
Troa rn be f o re dinne r in t he hot el in Cae n .
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 16
***** *** ********** ** **
Af t er br eakfa s t , we l e ave t he ho t e l f or a l ong d a y 's jour ne y whi c h will e nd i n Co utance s .
Baye u x i s the fir s t stop , wi t h the who l e mo r ni ng d evo ted t o the Ta pe s t ry a nd the
Ca thed r a l . Af t e r l u nc h we l e a ve Ba yeu x f o r Long ues s ur Me r wi t h i t s a bbe y c h u rc h (not
no r ma l l y open t o t he pub l ic ) a nd th en he ud sou t h t o t he Romane s qu e abbe y a nd museum o f
Ce r isy l a Fo r e t . Afte r about an hou r ' s d rive , we sha l l r ea ch ou r ho t e l i n Co u t a nc e s .
Di nn er i s t a ke n in yo u r ho tel . t he Hote l Grand .
THURSDAY SE PT~mER 17
****** ********* ******
Br e akfa s t i n t he ho tel . Most o f t he morn i ng wi l l be s pe n t i n Cou tances wi t h its g r eat
c a t hed ra l . The n we shal l s e t ou t t owar d s Che r bo u r g , s topp i ng a t t he Romanesqu e c hur ch
o f Lessay a nd the ca stl e s o f Br icqu ebec (whe re we s hall lu nc h) a nd St Sauve u r I e v i c omte .
Ret urn t o Ch e r bou rq i n ti me f or t he 17 30 hou r s r e t ur n sailing t o Sou t hamp t o n .
Tho s e member s who j oined t he t o ur a t London , Mi l t on Keynes , nc r t be e p t o n o r Pet e r bor ou gh
will be r e tu r ne d t he r e by coach .
STUDY TOUR DATES
***** ********* **
SEPTEMBER 10- 17 19 81

SHEET 3
I TEMS I NCLUDED IN THE COST
•

Ove r n ig ht saili ng by P'O Nor mandy Fe rri e s be tween Southampto n and Le Havre .
A r ec li ning seat i s incl uded .

•

Da y Sa il i ng by Towns end Thores e n be t ween Cherbourg a nd Sout ha mpton .

•

All c oa c hi ng a nd v i s i t s as descr ibed i n the i t i ne r ar y .

•

Accommodation i n ea c h hotel ba sed on the s ha red occ upa nc y o f tw i n bedded r ooms
wi thout bath. Di nne r a nd breakfast a r e included . Si ngl e r ooms and r ooms with
ba th a re a va il a ble at a s upp l eme nt .

•

Ent ra nce f ee s whe r e app l ica bl e .

•

Serv ices o f Dr Cl ar ke , Mr Kee n and an e xper ienced Fr enc h s peaking Trave l
Organisation cou r ie r th roughout .

ITEMS NOT INCLUDED

••••••••••••••••••
•

Meal s o t he r than those s ta t e d .

•

Ho lid ay I ns ur anc e .

•

Pe rsonal items , dr i nks , l a und r y , souveni rs e t c .

HOTELS

••••••

Pri ce s are based on the s ha red occupa ncy o f t wi n bedded rooms wit h wa shing fa ciliti e s .
Si ngle r oo ms ar e a va ila ble at a s upp lement of £ 18 . 00. Rooms with bath a re ava i l a ble
at a s uppl eme nt o f £9. 00 pe r pe rson.
CABI NS

••••••

No s i ngl e cabins ar e a va i l able . A r ec l i ning s e a t i s incl uded on P& O Fe r r i es. The
s uppl eme nt per pe rson f or a 4 be r t h cabi n i s £5 .0 0 and pe r pe rson f or a 2 berth
cabin i s £8 .00 .
I NSURANCE

•••••••••

You are st r ongly ad v ised t o ta ke adva ntage of ou r spec ia l pac kage insur an c e cove r .
polic y pr ovid e s ca nce llati on c over coming in to eff ec t the moment you r deposi t i s
r eceived . Ful l deta ils are o n the bac k of t he book i ng f o rm.

The

PASSPORTS

•••••••••

A passpor t i s r e qui r e d to trave l on thi s study t our . I f you do no t have one , pl ea se
e nqu ire at you r Local Ma i n Pos t Of f i c e or the near e s t Pos t Offi ce at l e a st B week s
before departur e.
VI SAS & VACC I NATIONS

••••••••••••••••••••

The r e ar e no visa o r vacci nation requir e ments f or Br it ish Passpo rt holde rs f o r e ntr y
into Fr anc e at the t ime o f writing .

SHEET 4

CURRENCY DETAI LS

A~D

FUEL COSTS

The fue l cos t s and cu r re nc y e xc ha ng e rates us ed whe n costing this t o u r were
tho s e i n e x i stence o n 5 . 1 .8 1 ie FF10 . 8 2 = £1 . 00 .
If the p r i ce o f f uel inc r ea s e s o r the va l ue of s t e r l i ng is l e s s at the time we
pay f or tou r a r rang eme nt s , t hese extra c os ts wi l l be passed o n to yo u i n t he f o r m
o f a s u r c ha r g e .
BONDING
*******
The Tr a ve l Or ga nisa t ion Li mited i s a ful ly bond ed membe r of the As soc ia t ion o f
Bri ti sh Tr a ve l Age n ts . Th is mean s you r mo ne y i s absolute ly s ecur e .
PAYMEr-.: T
*** ** **
When we r e c e i ve yo u r s ig ned booking f or m and depos i t , we will s end yo u a conf i rmat i on invo i ce . Thi s invoic e wh i c h will s ho w the depos i t yo u ha ve pa id i s d ue f or
payme nt no l a t e r than e igh t week s prior t o depa r t u re . No r emi nde r will be s e n t .
Your f i na l itiner ar y
d epart u r e .

and j oi ning i ns tr uc ti on s will be sent t o yo u two week s before

HOW TO BOOK
** ****** ***
Pl ea s e comp lete t he booking f o rm and po st i t t og e the r with a depo sit o f £25 .00
(plus i ns u r an ce payme n t s) pe r person to : SOC IETY FOR MEDI EVAL ARCHAEOLOGY
STUDY TOUR TO NOID1ANDY
C/O THE TRAVEL ORGAN ISATI ON LTD
THE AGORA
23 CHURCH STREET
WOLVERTON
MI LTON KEYNES MK12 5LG

TELEPHONE

~U MBER :

Milton Keynes (0 908) 31878 3

We a r e ha pp y t o accept you r boo ki ng by te l epho ne bu t th is mus t be conf i rmed i n
wri ting with in two d ay s . Pl e a s e make c heques and money o rde r s pa yabl e t o The
Tr av e l Or ga ni s a t ion Li mi t ed .

0

0 0

BOOKING FORM

Please com plete th e form and return to :

So ciety fo r Med ieval Archaeol ogy
Study/T our to Normandy
c/o The Travel Organisation ltd.
Th e A gora
23 Church Street
Wolverton
MILTON KEYNES MK12 5LG

Names of all persons for who m booking is to be made :

Mr/ Mrs/M iss

Initi als

Surname

Age G roup"
write 1, 2
or 3

Address for all co rresp o nd ence

T el. No . Ho me :

Tel. No. Business:
*Jf o ver 75 or under 12 years please state exac t age.
* Age gro ups: Group 1 up to 30 years; Group 2 3 1-50 years.' Group 3 over 50 years.
r-r-,_ .10- 17 Septembe r 1981
Accom modat ion Requ ired (r-Iea~ tic k)
Tw in ro om , no supplement
I WI SH TO PAY
Single room £ 18.00 supp lement
BY BARCLAYCAROITRUSTCARO
PLEASE CHARGE TO MY ACCOUNT.
Room w ith bath £9.00 per perso n
MY IlAItCL,",YC,",flOI f RU S rc,",RD NUMBER IS:

supplement

Recli n ing sea t
4 be rth ca bin £5.00 per person
supplem ent

SIGNATURE

_

2 berth cabin £8.00 per person

NAME -;;;;;-;; -

_

supp lem ent
Join ing Po int
Peterbo ro ugh
Northampton

16 l OCK CAP,TAlS ,

(please tic k)

Sout ham pton
Milto n Key nes
I Londo n

On beha lf o f the above I acc ept the norma l bo okmg
co ndi t ions of the T ravel O rgan isat io n Lt d. (see over for
full de tails).
I enc lose a che que/PD. fo r E
.
(or charge to my Visa ca rd, d etails opposit e.)
made up as fo llows:

AD ORESS

Insuran ce
Travel and cance llat io n insur ance is vita l fo r
your own protecti on. We adv ise yo u to ta ke
adequate cover. Details are ove rleaf. If yo u
do not require insu ran ce cover, please write
NO in the bo x provided .

D

deposits at £25.00 pe r person
...... ........ ..........

_

insu rance at £6. 0 0 (pa yab le wit h
de posit )

(Cheq ues sho uld be made payab le to :
T he Travel Organ isation Ltd.I

SIGNAT UR E

..

DATE ............................•....•.......... .............•
The Travel Organisation l td .
Registe red Office: 1 Silver Stree t. Brixwo rth , Northampton.
Registered Num ber : 1445905 England

Conditions
ofBooking
1. The Travel Organisation limited ("the Company") acts solely
in the capacity of Agent and not as Principal when making
arrangements for transportation accommodation and other
services on behalf of the Client. All tickets issued and
arrangements made by the Company for transport andlor
hotel accommodation are made upon the express condition
that the Company will not be liable for damage. loss. injUry,
acoident, delay or Irregularity which occurs by reason of any
act or default committed by any other person or Company
engaged in carrying out the tour arrangement. The Company
will only accept liability for the proven negligence of persons
employed directly by the Company where the same shall
have caused loss or damage to the Client.
2. The Company accepts no responsibility for loss,
inconvenience or additional expenses incurred due to delays
or changes in transportation. accommodation or other
services ansino out of war, threat of war, weather, industrial
action or any other event outside of the control of the
Company. If any such events shall occur before the
scheduled departure date of the tour and consequently the
tour has to be materially modified or cancelled, the Company
will use Its best endeavours to offer alternative arrangements
but can accept no further liability and IS not obliged to make
any refund other than any sums recovered by the Company
in respect of the cancelled or modified tour.
3. The Client shall pay the specified deposit on completion of
the Booking Form, or the full amount of the tour price if the
booking IS made within eight weeks of departure. The
booking is not accepted until the date shown On the
confirmation account Issued by the Company. In the event of
the booking not being accepted by the Company the deposit
will be refunded.
4. Payment for the balance of the price of the tour is due eight
weeks before the departure date. If the Client fails to pay the
balance within the specified time the Company reserves the
right to cancel the booking. In this event, or if the Client
cancels the tour after the booking IS accepted, the deposit
will be forfeited. Additionally, if the Client cancels the
booking within forty-two days of the date of departure of the
tour the following cancellation charges will be payable by the
Client'PERIOD BEFORE DATE OF DEPARTURE
PRIOR
TO
42
days
Deposit
only

BETWEEN

BETWEEN

BETWEEN

42-29
days

28-15
days

2-15
days

DAYOF
DEPARTURE

•
45%·
100%"
60%"
(or deposit whichever is the greater)

30~/o

"Cancellation charge as a percentage of the total holiday
cost. The time of cancellation shall be the date upon which
written notice of cancellation IS received by the Company
from the Client.
5_ The prices quoted are based on known costs and exchange
rates as shown overleaf. Approximately four weeks before
the tour is due to commence the Company will send a final
invoice which will notify the Client of any surcharge payable
or refund due on the tour.
6. If the Client wishes to alter the arrangements for the tour
after acceptance of the booking, the Company will endeavour
to satisfy the request but an amendment fee of £5.00 per
person together with any additional charges for air fare and
hotel accommodation will be charged.
7. Every effort will be made to operate all tours as advertised,
however, it is occasionally necessary to make a material
alteration to holiday arrangements, this alteration may be
caused by a number of reasons including overbooking by
hotels, insufficient demand for a particular holiday or the
unforeseen closure of a hotel or political unrest in a foreign
country. If these are not acceptable a full refund of monies
paid and thereupon all liability of the Company to the Client
in respect of such arrangements shall cease. Type of aircraft
and flight times are given for guidance only and may be
subject to alterations.
8. The signature of the Client or his or its duly authorised agent
on the Booking Form Overleaf shall signify the Client's
acceptance of the above conditions and the same shall bind
both parties to this contract.
Registered Office: 1 Silver Street, Brixworth, Northampton.
Reg. No. 1445905 England. ATOL 1311BC.

Insurance
We strongly advise all clients to take insurance under our
travel policy arranged with the Royal Insurance Co. Ltd.
Details of the cover are set out below.
1. Loss 01 Deposits and Tour Charges
Royal will repay lost deposits, payments-in-advance and any
legal claims against you for travel and accommodation
charges you have agreed to pay-unless they can be
recovered from any other source-if you are forced to cancel
or cut short your journey because of:
EITHER death, accident, sickness, compulsory quarantine,
JUryservice or witness summons of yourself or any person
with whom you intend to travel, OR death, accident or
sickness of the husband, wife, child, father, mother, father-inlaw, mother-in-law. or close business associate of yourself or
of any persons with whom you intend to travel.
If your stay is cut short Royal will also repay necessary
additional travel and accommodation charges and if it is cut
short within the first four days, provided you are going for
longer than seven days. Royal will repay your outward and
return fares.
The first £5.00 of each claim is excluded.
Maximum payment-£5oo per person insured.
2. Personal Accident
Royal will pay compensation at the Iotlowinq rates per
person insured:
in case of accidental bodily
Age
Under
15-75
injury resulting in:15
£3,000
Death.
£1,000
Loss, including total and permanent
loss of use, of one or more limbs or
the sig ht of one or both eyes.
£3,000
£3,000
Permanent total disablement other
than as described above.
£3,000
£3,000
Temporary total disablement.
£20 per week NIL
(Max. 104 weeks)
3. Medical, 'Get You Home' and other 'Out 01 Pocket' Expenses
If you or any insured member of your party falls ill, suffers
bodily injury or dies during the period of holiday insurance,
Royal will pay necessary expenses Incurred as a result.
Included are: Medical and surgical fees, hospital and nursing
home charges, the cost of massage and emergency dental
treatment, the cost of additional travel and accommodation
incurred by any insured person and the cost of conveyance
of body or ashes, or burial or creation in country of death.
The first £5.00 of each claim per person is excluded. In the
case of children under 5 years, the first £10 of each claim is
excluded.
Subject to exchange regulations, payments under this
section may be made in local currency.
Maximum payment-£2,000 per person insured,
4. Baggage
If personal baggage is lost or damaged by accident or
misfortune, Royal will pay up to £150 per article, excluding
the first £5.00 of each claim Cash, cheques, travel tickets,
green cards, coupons and passports are included. Camping
equipment and breakage of skis are not included. Emergency
purchases.--:-,f baggage is lost for longer than 48 hours,
compensation up to £25 is payable for emergency purchase
of clothing, toilet necessities etc. Any payment will be
deducted from the final claim settlement if the baggage proves
to be permanently lost.
Maximum payment-£600 per person insured.
5. Personal liability
If you-or any insured person-accidentally cause injury or
disease to a third party, or loss or damage to property you
could be liable for heavy damages.
'
Royal Will pay any such claims for which you become liable if
they result from accidents in the course of private personal
activities. These include cycling, golf, horse-riding, the use of
sporting guns, and most other sports and games.
limit of liability-£250,OOO per person insured.
6. Extension-Transport Delays
If, due to transport delays beyond your control, you cannot get
home before your insurance expires ,t will be extended for the
period of delay without any additional charge.

t.

TheCost
£6.00per person The insurance is subject to the terms and
conortrons of the Royal Insurance Co's standard Holiday
Travelsafe Policy. The normal war and kindred risks, radio active
contamlnatlon,nuclear explosives and sonic bangs exclusion
apply.

DEVON ARCHAEOLOGICA L SOCIETY
EXETER CITY MUSEUM
present

a Co nference entitled

THE EARLY CHURCH IN
WESTERN BRITAIN AND
IRELAND
in
hon our o f

C. A. RAl EGH RADfORD MA ,
o .uu. fHA , fSA, fRHisl.S .

September 17th to 20th 1981
at
Exete r Unive rsity
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THE EARLY CHURCH IN WESTERN BRITAIN AND IRELAND

BOOKING FORM

Programme

THE EARLY CHURCH IN WESTERN BRITAIN
AND IRELAND

Thursday, 17th September 1981
~~-_.

__.-

-

4.00 pm
to
6.00 pm
8.00 pm

-

9.15 am
Registration at Cornwall House, Exeter
University.

The Cross in Insular Art.
Prof. Charles Thomas (Institute of Cornish
Studies).
Friday, 18th September 1981

11.15 am

11.15 am

Opening of Conference. President of
Devon Archaeological Society.
C.A.Ralegh Radford: A Tribute.
Stewart Cruden (formerly Inspectorate of
Ancient Monuments for Scotland).

9.15 am

Saturday, 19th September 1981

~------

The Early History of Sherborne.
Katherine Barker (Bristol University).

4.15 pm

Aspects of the Early Church in Gwynedd.
Richard White (Gwynedd Archaeological
Trust).

8.30 pm

An Evening at Exeter Cathedral.
The Excavations in the Close.
Chris Henderson (Exeter Field Unit).
The Restoration of the Cathedral.
Dr. Avril Henry (Exeter University).
The Cathedral Manuscripts.
Audrey Erskine (Cathedral Library).
Reception in the Chapter House given by
the Diocesan Advisory Committee for the
Care of Churches.

Forteviot : Pictish Palace and Ritual
Complex.
Prof. Leslie Alcock (Glasgow University).

Address

Excursion by coach to Sherborne.
Led by James Gibb (Sherborne School).

8.30 pm

Reception given by the University of Exeter
(School of English).

(including title, Mr. Mrs, Miss).

Tel. No.

Sunday, 20th September 1981
9.15 am
11.15 am

The Relationship between Late Roman
Estates and English Minsters.
Susan Pearce (Exeter City Museum).
The Christian Community in a Late Roman
Town: the evidence from Poundbury,
Dorchester.
Christopher Green (Dorset Archaeological
Committee).

Name

1.45 pm

2.15 pm
2.15 pm

The Early Church in the Isle of Man.
Marshall Cubbon (The Manx Museum).

4.15 pm

The Irish Church in the Irish Laws.
Prof. Daniel Melia (Berkeley University).
An Aspect of the Early Church in Northern
Ireland.
Dr. Ann Hamlin (Archaeological Survey of
Northern Ireland).
The Early Church in the south-east of
Ireland: Settlement and Organization.
Vincent Hurley (Office of Public Works,
Dublin).
Closure of Conference. Chairman of
Devon Archaeological Society.

Some titles are provisional. All lectures will be held in the
Moot Room, Amory Building.

Domestic Arrangements
Accommodation will be in Lafrowda, Exeter University.
Conference members will have single rooms. Dining
facilities are in Cornwall House. Car parking is limited.

Meal times:
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

from 8.00 am
1.00 pm
7.00 pm

Coffee and tea will be available in Cornwall House
between lectures. Bar facilities will be available in
Cornwall House.

Publication
It is intended that papers arising from this Conference
will be published by British Archaeological Reports as a
volume in honour of Dr. C.A.Ralegh Radford. Editor
Susan Pearce (City Museum, Queen Street, Exeter).

Number of
Persons

Total

Conference Fee, payable in respect
of each participant (inc. coffee, tea,
excursion etc.).
£16.00
In addition
(a) Accommodation and
all meals.
£44.00
(b) Lunches only

£8.00

Dinners only

£10.50

(c)

Total remittance enclosed

£

Please send this booking form with your remittance
to Ken Moxon Browne, Hon Treasurer
Devon Archaeological Society, Highweek Close, Newton
Abbot, Devon, as soon as possible and no later than
20th August 1981. Cheques should be made payable to
DEVON ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY. No receipt
will be sent unless requested.
Any queries should be addressed to Susan Pearce, City
Museum, Queen Street, Exeter. Further information will
be issued shortly before the Conference.
A British Rail concessionary fare scheme operates for
those participating in conferences held at Exeter
University. If you wish to take advantage of this, please
tick here for further details.
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RUSHEN ABBEY, ISLE OF MAN
Plan of E. end of the church

lavatorium fed by lead waterpipes which had been built into the E. wall of the building.
The S. range comprised one building, possibly the refectory. The walls were of well-dressed
stone with a rubble core. The E. range was probably the dormitory range. The foundations
of what may have been the reredorter and drain were found near the S. end of this range.

WALES
GWENT (Monmouthshire): TINTERN ABBEY (SO 532001).
Excavation by P. Courtney
for the Welsh Office Ancient Monuments Board in the precincts of this Cistercian abbey
revealed a medieval walled courtyard with ranges of buildings on two sides. This replaced
an earlier layout which had been systematically dismantled and the area walled 00' with
clay.
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LESLIE E. WEBSTER AND JOHN CHERRY

B.

CATHEDRALS

A~D

ECCLESIASTICAL PALACES

ENGLAND
CUMBRIA

(Cumberland) :

CARLISLE.

See p. 250.

KENT: CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL (TR 152579).
J. ~I. Fletcher and J. Geddes report
that the large medieval door at the foot of the stairway built in Lanfranc's time (1071-78)
between the X. choir aisle and the chapel ofSt Blaise could be original or a replacement by
William of Sens about a century later, that is after the fire of c. I 174. A sequence of 220
growth-rings on one of its four oak boards was measured by J. M. Fletcher and, with M. C.
Tapper, dated to the years A.D. 931-1 ISO. The pattern of the growth-ring widths was
consistently very narrow (average 0.9 mm). It was eventually matched, not by that of the
reference chronology for the London area, but by two contemporary ones of comparable
slow growth, J. Hillam's from excavations at Trichay Street, Exeter, and M. Baillie's
from Norman houses at Dublin.
As sapwood is absent on the boards, construction earlier than c. I 170 is excluded, but
likely for the period 1175-85. This result explains the observations by.J. Geddes on the
iron work of the door. The C hinges with simple split terminals are typical of early postConquest work. The horizontal straps are far more elaborate, with a chiseled surface
pattern and lobed terminals surrounded by a cluster of tendrils. This type of terminal is
frequently found in the later r z th century. The straps were clearly made after the C
hinges because the tendril clusters are too large to fit neatly between the arms of the C
hinges. The hinges must have survived the fire, after which William of Sens replaced the
door and fitted additional straps.
SOMERSET: WELLS CATHEDRAL (ST 551459).
W. Rodwell for Committee for Rescue
Archaeology in Avon, Gloucestershire and Somerset, and D.o.E., continued excavation
E. of the cloister. The I rth-century complex (see p. 230) was modified by Norman bishops
in the first half of the r zth century, and by the early part of the next century the whole area
was cleared as part of the building programme of the new Early English cathedral. However, the nucleus of the Saxon Lady Chapel survived and was incorporated in Jocelin's
cloisters. In the late 13th century the 'Lady Chapel by the cloister' was enlarged by the
addition of aisles and a new E. end, and it became the burial chapel of clergy and influential
lay benefactors. The Chapel survived until 1477 when it was demolished to make way for
Bishop Stillington's Chantry Chapel, the W. half of which has now been excavated.

C.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS

ENGLAND
BUCKIKGHAMSHIRE: LITTLE WOOLSTOXE, HOLY TRINITY CHURCH (SP 876393).
Excavations by R. A. Croft for Milton Keynes Development Corporation, inside the existing
basically 13th-century church, revealed an earlier but smaller two-cell stone-built church,
probably of the I I th century, to which a W. tower had been added later. Study of the
standing structure, combined with excavated evidence, suggests seven main phases between
1000 and the present day.
DURHAM: ESCOMB, ST JOI-IK (NZ 189302).
B. H. Gill for University of Durham and
D.o.E. excavated on both sides of the boundary wall on the W. side of the churchyard.
The modern boundary wall overlay an earlier drystone wall which in turn overlay a low
bank, the earliest feature on the site. Dating and final interpretation await further work but
the earlier wall footings in the S. part of thc ex cava ted area may represent a rebuilding of
c.1700 (since a coin of 1696 was scaled immediately beneath a facing stone). To the 1'\. its
character changed markedly and the presence of a large amount of dressed stone, of similar
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character to the smaller stones used in the building of the church and annexes, seems to
point to the use of stone from the demolished annexes for the building of a wall round the
churchyard, perhaps in the 14th or 15th century. The full report will be published in Trans.
Durham and Northumberland Architect. and Archaeol. Soc., 6 (1981). See also p. 219.
ESSEX: WEST THURROCK.
See p. 220.
GREATER LONDO]\;: RICHMOND, BARNES, ST MARY'S CHURCH (TQ 220765).
J. S.
McCracken for South West London Archaeological Unit and D.o.E. continued work on
this church (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 257). The original medieval walls survive
on the S. and E. An infilled Norman door arch was revealed in the S. wall, and dated to
c. I IOO. Originally there was a rectangular building having walls mostly of small flints with
the (Norman) door on the S. side. The church was extended apparently early in the 13th
century forming a chancel to the nave. An extension to the W. may also have occurred at
the same time, as both E. and W. extensions have walls mostly composed of large chalk
blocks. A brick tower was added to the W. c. 1500 and the roof also raised over the nave.
The original N. wall survived until 1786 when there was a major rebuilding of the church
to the N. Excavations within the nave uncovered short stretches of the N. wall at the E. and
W. ends of the building; these walls apparently belong to the extensions of the church. All
medieval floor levels had been destroyed by 17th and r Sth-centurv burials. A complete
medieval burial was found sealed below the N. wall, W. end of the church, supporting the
theory that the building was extended at some time.
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER (Herefordshire): PEMBRIDGE CHURCH (SO 39 I 58 I).
The
sequence of I I I ring-widths, measured by O. Rackham, on one of the four 0.51 m square,
13 m long oak posts which comprised the original timber belfry were dated by J. M.
Fletcher to the years A.D. 985-I095. This result is based on the match (t - 4.4) between
the last 85 rings (of average width 2 mm) with REF 6, the Fletcher/Morgan reference
chronology for the London area in the roth and i r th centuries. With an allowance of at
least 15 years because all the sapwood is absent, the earliest date for the felling of the tree
would have been c. I I IO. With an allowance for the possibility of some heartwood rings
near the heartwood/sapwood boundary being absent, a date in the period I I 15-35 is
likely for the construction of the belfry in its original form.
It has been recognized from the presence of notched-lap joints that the original
belfry was no later than the mid 13th century. The period now identified makes it one of
the earliest timber buildings surviving in England with this form of joint.
- - - ( - - - ) ; PETERCHURCH (SO 322377).
R. Shoesmith for City of Hereford
Archaeology Committee surveyed the chapel at Urishay. The chapel consisted of a r zthcentury nave and chance!. Surviving r ath-century masonry ineludes the N. and S. walls of
the chancel, the E. parts of the N. and S. walls of the nave, a substantial part of the E. wall
of the church and the S. doorway. The two windows in the nave, the E. of the two windows
in the chancel S. wall and the blocked windows in the E. wall are also of this period
although some have been reconstructed at a later date. The lower parts of the chancel
arch are also r z th-ccntury. The W. parts of the N. and S. walls of the nave were probably
rebuilt between the 13th and 15th century. It is likely that the original building was of
similar shape and size to the present one.
HUMBERSIDE (Lincolnshire): BARTON UPON HUMBER, ST PETER'S CHURCH (Fig. 2).
See also p. 223. Structural survey and excavation by K. and W. Rodwell revealed the
following information about the Saxo-Norman, Norman, and medieval church. In the
second half of the I I th century the upper belfry was added to the Saxon tower and the
original chancel was demolished to make way for a new and enlarged church. This comprised a rectangular nave, a square chancel and an apsidal sanctuary. The old tower nave
was now reduced to the status of a W. tower while the baptistery fell into disuse as a
liturgical structure, and became a plumbery (a plumber's workshop for casting lead).
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The I r th-century church was enlarged by the demolition of the chancel and sanctuary
and the nave was extended E. to a point which is believed to lie just beyond the present
chancel arch. A very long and narrow nave was created but the form of the Norman
chancel is not certainly known since it lies beyond the present excavation. Possibly at the
time of the extension, or more likely, a little later in the r z th century, a narrow S. aisle
and S. porch were added. In the late r ath century a N. aisle was added. The capitals and
bases which belonged to two of its arcade columns have survived and are re-used in the
present N. arcade, although the capitals have been recut.
There is no masonry of the Norman church believed to be surviving above ground
since a continual process of replacement and enlargement took place in the later Middle
Ages. In the late 13th century the S. aisle was rebuilt, and in the mid 14th century the
N. aisle was rebuilt and widened.
LINCOLNSHIRE: LINCOLN, ST-PAUL-IN-THE-BAIL.

See p. 227.

LONDON: LAMBETH, ST MARY'S CHURCH (TQ 306790).
Robin Densem for Southwark
and Lambeth Archaeological Excavation Committee excavated a small trench in the
churchyard, between the chancel and the N. aisle. Only layers of dumping of recent
date were found, although these contained a few sherds of medieval pottery.
NORFOLK: NORWICH, OLD CATTLE MARKET.

See p. 228.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE: EARLS BARTON, ALL SAINTS CHURCH.
- - - : NORTHAMPTON, GREGORY STREET.
- - - : - - - , YORK ROAD.
- - - : RAUNDS.

See p. 229.

See p. 229.

See p. 254.

See p. 230.

SUFFOLK: BRANDON.

See p. 232.

SUSSEX, EAST: EAST DEAN (TV 557977).
D.,]. Freke for Sussex Archaeological Field
U nit and D.o.E. excavated the E. side of East Dean parish church tower to locate the apse
of the original church. The blocking of the arch to the apse contained and sealed r Bth and
rqth-cenrury window glass. The layer under the foundations of the apse contained fragments of human bone, which suggests the existence of an earlier burial ground and,
therefore, an earlier church.
YORKSHIRE, NORTH (Yorkshire, E. Riding): WHARRAM PERCY (SE 858642).
The area
within the S. half of the apse was re-examined by R. Bell for D.o.E. and M.V.R.G. together
with a small area immediately to the E. It was demonstrated that the chalk block raft,
which was built at the same time as the first large church, related specifically to the apse
(cf. Medieval Archaeol., XVH (1973),160, fig. 58). The raft was at least 1.5 m deep on the S.
side and extended S. for 2.5 m. r zrh-centurv pottery in a construction level for the apse
showed that the small Saxon church continued into the Norman period, but a close study
of the mason's mark on the one surviving stone on the outer face of the apse showed that it
was not, in fact, identical to the one found in the late r z th-ccntury, Area 10 manor house,
so an earlier date may be acceptable for the enlarged church. Further proof that the square
ended chancel was secondary was offered by the discovery, through measurement, that it
could not have been placed in position until after the removal of the apsidal outer facing.
The building levels of the apse were seen to have sealed a grave or charnel pit which cut
the construction layer of the Saxon chancel. This, in turn, sealed a layer containing
quantities of disarticulated bone the presence of which adds weight to the argument for an
earlier timber church.
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ISLE OF MAN
Y1ICHAEL: DRUIDALE, KEEILL VAEL.

See p. 234.

SCOTLAND
BORDERS

(Berwickshire):

COLDSTREAM, THE I-IIRSEL.

D.

Sec p. 234.

CASTLES

ENGLAND
AVON (Gloucestershire): I-IILLESLEY (ST 768897).
Excavations by B. Williams and R.
Iles for Bristol City Museum and Avon County Council on a supposed ringwork in Very
Croft demonstrated that it was probably a fortified manorial complex (Fig. 8). During the
r z th century an earthwork of horse-shoe shape was constructed to the W. of the church.
The mound consisted of an earthen rampart 7 m wide which probably had an outer
timber revetment. The inner revetment was of unmortared stone. In the 13th and 14th
centuries the mound defences were strengthened by heightening the rampart and constructing an unmortared stone wall 1.20 m wide around its outer edge. A ditch IO m wide,
probably water-filled, was dug around the mound and cut through the outer edge of the
r zth-ccntury mound. In the 14th century the mound defences went out of use and the
area within the rampart was levelled. Four buildings with stone foundations, two of which
had rounded corners, were built on its surface and were probably not domestic. A small
mound SE. of the ringwork revealed a two-roomed building with sleeper walls and a
wattle and daub superstructure which was demolished in the 15th century. The finds have
been deposited in Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery.
ESSEX: PLESIIEY (TL 665145).
Observations of foundation trenches by M. R. Eddy
and D. G. Buckley confirmed the existence of the inlilled lower bailey ditch. The uppermost layer comprised a substantial tip of charcoal-rich debris. Samples were analysed by
J. Evans who reports that the most common slag-like material was probably a fusion of
wood ash and local clay. Other samples were corroded bronze possibly with the presence of
enamelling, and a fragment of burnt clay that may have been part of a furnace lining.
This debris probably represents the destruction of one or more industrial features and is
dated by late 14th-century shcrds, This industrial activity may be associated with the
occupation of the castle by Thomas Duke of Gloucester from 1374 and 1397, though it
may equally have followed from making good the castle in I 370~74 following the Bohun
occupation.
HAMPSHIRE: BENTLEY (SU 793462).
Excavation by P. A. Stamper for Hampshire
County Council and D.o.E. on the more southerly of the two mid r eth-ccntury castles
(Antig. ]nl, 51 (1971), 301~303) showed it to consist ofa low motte with attached bailey.
Part of the motte was surrounded by a V-shaped ditch 8 m wide and 3.5 m deep, with a
vertical slot bottom. The bailey was delineated by a bank some 1.5 III wide, but was not
bounded by a ditch in the two places sectioned. Two further areas were sampled within the
bailey, but neither here nor on the motte-top were building traces noted.
NORFOLK: KORWICH.

See p. 228.

NORTHl:NIBERLAND: EDLINGHAM CASTLE (NU 115092).
Excavation for D.o.E. by
G. J. Fairclough of the (?) late 13th-century hall house discovered in 1978 (cf. Medieval
Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 260) was completed. The building can now be shown to be entirely
self-contained, including service rooms and kitchen.
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N. of the hall house, examination of the enclosed eourtyard was commenced. The
curtain wall, perhaps of later r Sth-ccntury date, is of two periods, its earliest phase
apparently contemporary with an enlargement of the gatehouse. A possibly 15th or r fithcentury E. range was excavated. It can be identified with the bakehouse and brewhouse in
an Inventory of 1572. The courtyard was at a later date reduced in size on the W.,
apparently following the collapse of the W. range.
SUFFOLK: EYE (TM 14687380).
K. Wade for the Suffolk Archaeological Unit and
D.o.E. excavated inside the inner bailey and showed that the natural hill had first been
surrounded by a bank, presumably upcast from the bailey ditch, and then the whole
interior had been raised with imported soil. A construction date of 1066-71 is suggested by
documentary evidence and an early medieval ware cooking pot was found in one of the
bank layers.
SURREY: REIGATE.

See p. 255.

SCOTLAND
HIGHLANDS

(Caithness) :

FRESWICK CASTLE.

See p. 235.

GRAMPIAN (Aberdeenshire): PEEL OF LUMPHANAN (NJ 576037).
The fifth and final
season of excavation by E. Talbot (cf. Medieoal Archaeol., XXII (1978), 17 I) involved the
completion of the demolition of the late r Sth-ccnrurv dyke on the shoulder of the castle
mound and the stripping of the summit down to the late 15th-century (Haton House)
level. The result of the further investigation of the primary phase suggested a turf rampart
defence rather than a palisade. A channel was located running through the counterscarp
bank which, presumably, brought water to the ditch. No sluice was found.
STRATHCLYDE (Lanark): ROBERTON MOTTE (NS 940270).
C. J. Tabraham and G.
Haggarty for Scottish Development Department examined the motte construction in
greater detail (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXI (1977), 240) only to discover that conclusions
drawn from one section in 1976 were quite erroneous. The ditch was not sealed by soil
slippage from the man-made mound of gravels 'stitched' with clay bands; neither was the
motte constructed with vertical shuttering. Rather the motte had been cut into on its N.
side during the r qth century, possibly for use of the gravel as bottoming for the area
immediately to the NE. Numerous post-pits and other features wcre recorded on the
summit of the mount but little sense could be made of them owing to the Victorian disturbance. A partial removal of the motte itself enabled a portion of the pre-motte ground
surface to be excavated. Ceramic material from this horizon confirms that the motte could
not have been constructed before the early 14th century. The mound is, therefore, not
the caput of Robert the Fleming, resident in Clydesdale by I 150.

WALES
POWYS (Montgomeryshire): HEN DOME:\' (SO 214981).
P. A. Barker continued to
excavate (ef. Medieval Archaeol., XXII (1978), 171). Pit 15 on the NE. corner of the rampart
was emptied and proved to be simply a large D-shaped pit cut through the rampart and
the buried soil beneath into the boulder clay subsoil. There was no trace of timber lining or
any other clue to its purpose. The pebble surface which lay diagonally under building
XXXIX, discovered in 1978, was found to continue NW. under the baulk between stages
I and 2 of the excavation and is now seen to be an extension of pebble surface 14 of stage I.
Its date is unknown, though it must be early and belong to the castle rather than an earlier
occupation of the site.
The pebbles and cobbles of building XLII at the entrance to the site were removed
and were found to have sealed the remains of a fine pebble surface which had elsewhere
been eroded completely away.
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E.

TOWNS

ENGLAND
BERKSHIRE: NEWBURY, BARTHOLOMEW STREET (SU 471670).
Excavations by A. G.
Vince for Berkshire Archaeological Trust and D.o.£. at 143-45 Bartholomew Street found a
sequence of settlement dating from the r r th century to the present day. A series of shallow
gullies had 1rth-century pottery in the filling. Occupation over the gullies in no. 115
consisted of timber buildings with earth floors and clay hearths. The pottery associated
with the earliest buildings was of late 1 r th or r zth-century type. Twelfth and thirteenthcentury floor levels overlying this were associated with post-holes giving a probable building
area of about 5 m by 10 m with the gable end facing the street. Pits at the back of the property
and a boundary gully show that the division between no. 143 and no. 145 was in existence
by the late i zth century. Some pits were waterlogged and produced a large collection of
pottery, animal bone, botanical remains and parts of three leather turnshoes.
In the later 13th century the back of the property was heightened to the same level as
the front, and a building with dwarf walls of flint and mortar was erected. A timber-lined
pit behind this building yielded a complete bronze bowl. Further extensions in the 14th
century covered the whole of the excavated area with buildings. These could be divided
into a front building of living quarters with central hearths and a back building, probably a
kitchen, sometimes divided into three. In the late 14th or 15th century a stone-lined well
was constructed in one corner of the back building. This building was abandoned in the
r q.th century and there is little sign of activity at the back of the property at this date.
In the late 15th century the front wall of the building was rebuilt using pegtile waste; the
back wall is represented by a shallow robber trench. Features at the back of the property
at this time included a cess pit and two wells.
In the late r Sth century the three properties were amalgamated.
Finds from the excavation included a complete sequence of pottery and animal bone
from the 1 r th to the rfith century, together with two groups of 14th and 15th-century
wooden vessels and a large collection of iron objects including three arrowheads, a spur,
several keys and a complete saw.

See p. 21 g.
CUMBRIA (Cumberland): CARLISLE (NY 401560).
Excavations by M. R. McCarthy
for Carlisle City Council and D.o.£. continued on Keays Lane as part of The Lanes project.
Overlying a black soil (see p. 21g) a series of post-holes, gullies and pits was tentatively
identified as representing gardening or agricultural activity. Later metalled surfaces for
Keays Lane and Hodgsons Court were laid out along lines formerly established by lines of
pits. Insubstantial buildings, possibly two-bay structures which incorporated stone pads,
ground sill beams, earth-fast posts and hearths flanked the lanes from the 13th or 14th
century to the Tudor period. Dating is made difficult by the apparent continuation into
the 17th century at least of the medieval tradition of green glazed, reduced earthenwares.
Finds include architectural fragments possibly originating from the Cathedral, a wooden
bowl, leather shoes, a knife scabbard, insects and seeds.
CHESHIRE: CHESTER.

DEVON: BARNSTAPLE (SX 55863340).
The Green Lane Access Site excavated by Ken
Markuson for the Devon Committee for Rescue Archaeology and Dio.E. offered the first
opportunity to investigate the medieval town defences. I t revealed both the town wall line
and the ditch, which were separated by a 10 m wide berm. The wall had been robbed out
and its line used as a dump for kiln waste, and the ditch was backfilled some time in the
late medieval period. Soon after the defences had gone out of use buildings were
constructed over them. The first was a post-in-hole type structure built at oblique angles
to the line of the wall, an obvious sign that the extra-mural street pattern had not yet taken
shape. In the rfith to 17th century this pattern was fully developed when two clay-bonded
stone structures were constructed over the area. These buildings represent the complete
extra-mural development of Barnstaple at the peak of its commercial importance.
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DORSET: WIMBORNE MIKSTER (SZ 009999).
P. J. Woodward for Dorset Archaeological
Committee examined three areas within the medieval framework of the town. Excavations
between the Minster and Cornmarket failed to define any ecclesiastical circuit. On the
Cornmarket frontage, 13th-century pits and structures were followed by r rith-ccntur y
stone buildings with open 'orchard' areas behind. Excavation to the K. of Market Square
on East Borough, and between High Street and the river, showed no evidence for a distinct
town circuit. The market frontage revealed 13th-century pits followed by a series of later
buildings. These excavations have given no support to the possibility that the area to the
N. of the Minster was part of a regularly planned town in the Saxon and early medieval
periods.
ESSEX: COLCHESTER (TL 998251).
Excavation by N. A. Smith for the Colchester
Archaeological Trust and D.o.E. revealed deep 12th-century pits. Victorian terracing had
removed all traces of medieval occupation along the Wyre Street frontage, leaving only
the floors and foundations of wings or outhouses added to the backs of the main blocks of
building during the medieval and later periods. The earliest additions had been of flimsy
wattle construction, the later one timber-framed on rubble and mortar footings. Hearths,
cesspits, a drain and a well were found.
HAMPSHIRE: SOUTHAMPTON, NORTHAM RAILWAY BRIDGE.
- - - : - - - , SIX DIALS.

See p. 222.

See p. 222.

- - - : - - - , WESTGATE (SU 41831 I 18).
This site, which lies within the area
enclosed by the roth-century burh ditch, was excavated by P. Holdsworth and P. I. Blackman for Southampton Archaeological Research Committee and D.o.E. Three areas were
excavated. In area A, on the site of Bull Hall, r qth-century cellars were found to have
destroyed a large part of the evidence of earlier occupation. Walls from the last phase of
Bull Hall, after its rebuilding in 1792, were found. Immediately S. of the building were
rubbish pits, the earliest of which was of mid I I th-century date. The rest ranged from the
late r zth to the 14th centuries. In two of the 14th-century pits the recovered weigh t of cat
bones exceeded the combined weight of those of main domestic animals. This suggests the
disposal of cat carcasses after skinning, and several of the bones had traces of cuts made to
remove the fur. All these pits and a 13th-century garderobe were probably related to the
original medieval Bull Hall.
Area B was situated in the back yards of properties formerly fronting Cuckoo Lane.
The majority of features were no earlier than the r Sth century. The earliest feature, however, was a late loth or early I I th-century beam-slot, but unfortunately no further evidence
of the structure was found. A group of early r zth-century pits, a late 13th-century garderobe
and a 14th-century revetment wall to the gravel 'cliff", which runs N.-S. across the sites,
were the only other medieval features.
Area C was on the site of a garden attached to Bull Hall from as early as 1300. Earlier
fea tures were sealed by a thick layer of soil. The earlies t phase of occupation was repres en ted
by a timber building of approximately mid I I th-century date, with some associated small
pits. The building appeared to have been aligned with a metalled road, which ran N.-S.
through the area, alongside the 'cliff' edge. In an adjacent property a group of distinctive
pits was dug over a short period, c. I roo. These were rapidly backfilled with material which
included large quantities of burnt daub and animal bone. The daub probably came from
the demolition of a nearby building. In the late r z th century, this plot became a cemetery,
but unfortunately only the southernmost line of inhumations was found in the area available
for excavations. There were three oriented graves. Two skeletons were supine, the third
partially crouched.
During the course of the excavation a mechanical trial trench was dug across a small
site adjacent to no. 3 Bugle Street, and located the roth-century burh ditch, confirming its
suspected line.
R
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- - - : WINCHESTER

(SU 478298).

See p. 222.

HERTFORD SHIRE : ST ALBANS (TL 14450725).
C. Saunders for the field section of
Verulamium Museum and D.o.E. excavated the area defined by Romeland Hill, Wellclose Street and Spicer Street, all of which existed by the 13th century. An area against the
frontage on Romeland Hill was examined and showed that the three earliest buildings
dated to the 13th century. Building I measured 8.0 m by 3.0 m with its long axis parallel
to the street, but set 7 m back from the present building line. It was divided into two equal
rooms, one of which contained at least two hearths. Two metres E., Building 2 was situated
with its long axis at right angles to the street; it measured 6.5 by 3.2 m. Both of these were
of post-hole construction with posts no greater than 0.2 m in diameter. Set immediately
behind 2, with its long axis set slightly obliquely to the street, Building 3 survived as a
sunken floor indicating a room about 3 m square. This building extended further W. but
this had been removed by later activity. It had served as a smithy with the floor covered
by a burnt deposit and a more central, hard, burnt, ferruginous area indicating the position
of the forge. Initially therefore there was a house, a store building or workshop and a
smithy, the relative positions of which suggest that they all formed one tenement. The
smithy seems to have had a short life before being abandoned and the area turned over to
rubbish and cess pits; Buildings I and 2 remained in use for a longer period.
At a later date Building I was perhaps rebuilt as its W. wall was demarcated by a
sleeper wall of clay and flint perhaps suggcsting rcplacement by a proper timber-framcd
structure. Against this wall a further timber building (Building 4) had been constructed on
clay and flint sleeper walls. In the 14th century Building I was extended forward to the
present street frontage and also the rear by clay and flint sleeper walls, incorporating re-used
lumps of mortar, making a building at least 17m long by 8 m wide. The rear portion
contained a hearth or oven. At a later datc the E. wall of the rear extension was, at least in
part, rebuilt and a garderobe added in mortared flint. Around the end of the r Gth century
this garderobe was filled and the building demolished. A series of timber-framed buildings
was then built along the present street frontage and remained until demolition in the mid
roth century.
Trenches to the N. of this area produced pits and wells and other features ranging in
date from the 13th century to modern times. Behind the present buildings on Spicer Street
a 13th or 14th-century clay floor overlay make-up layers containing fragments ofa bronzeworking crucible.
- - - : HERTFORD (TL 329127).
Excavations by C. Partridge for East Hertfordshire
Archaeological Society and D.o.E. in the Central Area redevelopment located a large
ditch running NW.-SE. across the site. The ditch was 6 m wide and over 2 m deep, and
the remains of an internal bank were found in the W. side of the ditch. The ditch had
sherds oflate Saxon pottery mixed with r zth or 13th-century pottery in most layers except
for the primary fill which was clean. A late Saxon date for the ditch is not impossible but a
Norman or early medieval town boundary seems more likcly.
- - - : WARE (TL 3571438).
Excavation by C. Partridge for East Hertfordshire
Archaeological Society and D.o.E. at White Swan Yard revealed the remains of a medieval
small rectangular chalk-floored building with flint and mortar walls.
HUMBERSIDE (Yorkshire, E. Riding): BEVERLEY (TA 03792919).
P. Armstrong for
Humberside Joint Archaeological Committee and D.o.E. began excavating an area
immediately S. of Beverley Minster, bound on the E. by Lurk Lane (medieval Lortlane)
and on the W. by the Hall Garth, the reputed site of the manor house of the Archbishops of
York. The site has revealed evidence of a major structure surviving in foundation plan only
and aligned on the same E.-W. axis as the Collegiate Church. Separate chalk-filled
foundation pits, in part at approximate 3 m centres, indicate pier construction and a
possible undercroft forming the E. wing of the building, whose dimensions exceed 25 m
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E.-W. by 15 m N.-S. The N.-S. alignment of a single and double areh doorway, 7 m
apart at the W. edge of the exeavation and opposite the S. transept of the Minster, suggests a
W. wing lying beyond the area under investigation. Within the fabrie of the building was
fitted a twin-chambered, chalk-lined garderobe, 5.4 m by 1.4 m by 1.9 m deep, containing the remains of nine wooden bowls and plates and the praying hands of a woodcarved effigy or devotional statue. A single fragmentary pottery vessel of an early 14thcentury type provides the only dating evidence for the complex, which was subsequently
modified, being in part at least rebuilt in brick and improved by the addition of a pitched
chalk courtyard, 16 m by 0.6 m, at the rear (S.). Eventual demolition and wall robbing
occurred no earlier than the late r Sth century. A rectangular structure to the S., IO m by
7.8 m, on a slightly different alignment and probably occupied in the r zth and 13th
centuries, was raised on continuous chalk foundations, 0.80 m thick and with a door
1.23 m wide in the N. wall, and contained a sequence of earth floors and open tile hearths.
To the E. was added a second part, 9-4 m by 6 m, of similar construction.
KENT: CANTERBl:RY, MARLOWE CAR PARK (TR 1558). Excavations were directed by
K. Blockley and M. Day. See p. 225 and Fig. 3.
At no. [6 Watling Street (Marlowe I) a post-built, rectangular timber-framed building,
with beam slot and tile hearth, of a late I I th or early r z th-ccntury date was recovered.
Associated property boundary, yard surfaces and pits containing smithing waste were also
excavated.
During the 13th century a masonry building was constructed with a narrow lane
running parallel. The mould for a St Thomas Beckett lead ampulla was found in a robber
trench for the building. A timber extension was added to the E. end during the 14th
century and post-holes cutting the lane suggest a timber extension to the S.
At St Margaret's Street (Marlowe II) a complex sequence of r q.th-ccrn.ury timber
buildings, founded on dwarf walls of flint and mortar, ran along either side of a narrow
metalled lane at right angles to St Margaret's Street. These structures continued in use,
with slight alterations, and the addition of a flint and chalklined well, until the r Sth or
rqth century when they were rebuilt in briek and were fossilized as the stable block of the
Royal Fountains Hotel.
- - - - : SANDWICH, ROPE WALK (TR 327580).
B. Philp and K. Parfitt for Kent
Archaeological Rescue Unit, Southern Water Authority and D.o.E. excavated through the
(scheduled) medieval town-bank close to the site of the Woodnesborough Gate. The bank,
sterile dumped clay, was at least 12 m wide at the base and still some 1.5 m high. Beneath
the bank was an extensive area of metalling traced for at least 17m. The central section
was laid on a thick bed of rammed chalk and the S. section consisted of pebble and flint.
The N. section contained four successive beds of metalling running at the tail of the bank.
The few finds tend to confirm a 15th-century date for the bank whilst the underlying
deposits may relate to the Whitefriars monastery.
LINCOLl'oiSHIRE: LINCOLN.

See p. 227.

LONDON: CITY.
Excavations for Department of Urban Archaeology, Museum of
London and D.o.E.: Chief Urban Archaeologist, B. Hobley.
At GPO site, Newgate Street (TQ 32048 I 35), the final year of this long excavation
disclosed in the W. central portion of the site, a series of hearths, mostly of tile and brickearth construction, which date to the early medieval period; one of them appears to have
been associated with a flimsy structure. These were in part superseded by a series of large
rubbish pits, mostly 13th-century, and by fragmentary remains of a building with chalk
and rags tone foundations associated with a chalk lined well and cess-pits. Contemporary
differences in land use probably relate to property boundaries across the site. A substantial
stone founded building, 12 m by IO m, is provisionally dated to the 14th century. (Supervisors: P. Allen et al)
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At Cutler Street (TQ 33408150) excavations of the former warehouses between Bishopsgate, Houndsditch and Middlesex, in the extra-mural city, revealed a thick deposit of
dark earth recorded throughout the whole site which represented the Saxon and medieval
periods. The only notable medieval feature was a pond which had silted up by 1500 to
become a dumping ground for a variety of rubbish including a number of 15th-century
shoes. (Supervisor: S. O'Connor Thompson)
At Well Court, Bow Lane (TQ 32388108), two 9th-century walls of post-in-trench
construction cut into a deposit of dark earth up to 0.5 m thick, which sealed the debris of a
znd-century (probably Antonine) fire. They were probably associated with buildings
which fronted on to Bow Lane, itself the W. limit of the site. An early surface of Bow Lane
has been tentatively identified. The line of Bow Lane converged on that of the Roman
road 3 m to its E. A series of sunken ovens was found within the buildings. One of these
had a tile floor and a daubed timber, beehive shaped, superstructure. Chalk foundations
of medieval walls cut into Roman and Saxon levels. (Supervisor: D. Perring)
At Mermaid Theatre, Upper Thames Street (TQ 31829080), a small excavation on the
site of the N. end of the Theatre and the adjacent Puddle Dock revealed timber baseplates
for a front and back-braced revetment turning from the line of the Dock on the W. side
to form a frontage to the river, initially datable on carpentry joints to the late 13th or
early 14th century, but by dendrochronology to C.1240' With this revetment were noted
traces of buildings forming units of reclamation S. of Thames Street. (Supervisor: P.
Herbert)
At Bull Wharf, Upper Thames Street (TQ 32408075), a watching brief produced evidence
of medieval and post-medieval riverfront reclamation incorporating both front-braced
timber revetments and stone river walls. (C. Milne)
NORFOLK: NORWICH, OLD CATTLE MARKET.
- - - : - - - , WHITE FRIARS.

See p. 228.

See p. 229.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE : NORTHAMPTON.
The following sites were examined by J.
Williams and M. Shaw for Northampton Development Corporation and D.o.E. A watching
brief after the demolition of 49-53 Bridge Street (SP 75426022) revealed earlier road
surfaces running on the line of Bridge Street. Three metalled surfaces could be identified,
the earliest of which sat directly on top ofa clay subsoil and was c. 2 m below the present
street level. Abeam-slot, c. 0.5 m wide was sealed by the earliest metalled surface and ran
parallel with the present Bridge Street. Two sherds of r eth or 13th-century pottery were
found in the beam-slot and a single sherd of Stamford ware in the build-up of the earliest
metalled surface.
At Monks Pond Street (SP 74906089) a N.-S. ditch c. 8 m wide, was excavated to
depths of 1.3 m and early medieval pottery was recovered from it. It may be an early
town defence ditch, a precinct ditch for St Andrews Priory, or even a water channel
connected with monastic fishponds.
At York Road (SP 75936063), four graves were discovered beyond the present churchyard boundary of St Giles Church and further N. an extensive quarry. No sign of the late
Saxon town defences was found at the back of the National Westminster Bank, the Drapery
(SP 75356057).
- - - : - - - , GREGORY STREET.
STAFFORDSHIRE: STAFFORD.
SUFFOLK: IPSWICH.

See p. 229.

See p. 230.

See p. 232.

- - - : ORFORD (TM 42074999).
K. Wade for Suffolk Archaeological Unit and
D.o.E. excavated two areas fronting Castle Lane. Area A produced a series of features of
medieval, late medieval and post-medieval date. The medieval features, associated with
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Hollesley type medieval coarse ware, included pits, post-holes, slots and a wide, shallow
feature filled with oyster shell and gravel. Area B produced one medieval feature filled with
oyster and gravel, and late medieval and post-medieval ditches and pits.
SURREY; GUILDFORD, 72-74 HIGH STREET (SU 99674943). M. G. O'Connell for the
County Archaeological Unit of Surrey County Council reports that an early r qth-century
building overlies a 13th-century undercroft. A new foundation trench was excavated at the
front of the building, exposing part of the original frontage of the undercroft and cutting
through the steps which would have led directly from the premises to the High Street in
the 13th century. The frontage and steps had both been badly damaged when the I9thcentury building was erected, although enough had survived to indicate that the frontage
would have extended below the medieval street level and have consisted of large chalk
blocks. One block of flint was noted but there was insufficient evidence to be certain of an
original chequer-work construction of alternating flint and chalk. At least two of the
medieval steps had been removed during the r qth-century building operations while
those that remained had been repaired or reconstructed with brick.
- - - : REIGATE, CHURCH STREET (TQ 257504). R. J. Poulton for the County
Archaeological Unit of Surrey County Council and D.o.E. excavated the Saxe-Norman
layers on the site of the Old Vicarage. A series of rubbish pits, containing shell-tempered
pottery, and two heavily-burnt areas, possibly connected with lime-burning, were found,
suggesting that this formed part of the backlands of a settlement developed before 1200.
The pottery is earlier than any found in the present town centre and tends to confirm the
hypothesis that the earliest settlement lay in the area near the parish church.
Excavations by D. Williams and Holmesdale Archaeological Group for Reigate and
Banstead Archaeological Co-ordination Committee showed that the Old Vicarage had been
built c. I 150-1200. The first building was probably an aisled hall c. 15.2 m by c. 7.2 m
internally, of three bays, floored with clay, with a central hall and rectangular hearth and
lying on an E.-W. axis. It was bounded on the E. by a N.-S. ditch. Possibly abandonment
in the 13th century was followed by extensive rebuilding in the early 14th century. A new
c. 2 m wide bay, divided into two equal rooms, was built over the silted ditch, the hall
lengthened, and a cross-passage inserted at the E. end. Later, a crosswing was added in
the W. bay and a S. extension seems to have doubled the original width. The cross-passage
was probably moved adjacent to the crosswing and a larger room thus formed at the E. end.
A c.2.5 m square, ashlar-faced stone foundation, possibly of a stair turret, was built out
from the E. wall. In the r Sth century outshot chimneys were added to the crosswing
and on the site of an earlier cross-passage. There is evidence for re-partitioning and new
drainage facilities in the 17th and r Bth centuries. An r Sth-century cellar had destroyed
much evidence. Stone mouldings re-used in rfith-century structures probably derive from
Reigate Castle and comprise fragments of half-attached columns, a column base with
diamonds in relief and a fluted voussoir. Other finds include fragments of 13th-century
Islamic enamelled manganese glass, painted window glass and pieces of a ventilator and
finial. A complete 14th-century miniature jug or cruet was found in the crosswing.
- - - (Middlesex): STAINES (TQ 03447154). K. R. Crouch for the Staines Archaeological Unit and D.o.E. excavated at Johnson and Clark, High Street, and revealed r zth
and 13th-century pits. At the same time the area had been levelled, and a gravelled alley
laid out at right angles to the High Street with timber buildings abutting on either side. A
series of such buildings with periodic remetallings of the alley continued until the rfith
century when the site was again levelled and remodelled into the two building plots that
became nos. 17 and 19 High Street.
SUSSEX, EAST: LEWES (TQ 4I7IIOI4). D. R. Rudling excavated for Sussex Archaeological Field Unit and D.o.E. on two sites. In Brooman's Lane excavations revealed medieval
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and post-medieval pits and post-holes. No evidence of any Saxon occupation was discovered and the earliest pottery dates to the r zth and 13th centuries. In the backyard of
Barbican House the foundations of two buildings were discovered and the majority of the
finds date to the 17th century or later.
- - - , - - - : RYE, 1-3 TOWER STREET (TQ 922205)' ]. I. Hadfield for Sussex
Archaeological Field Unit and D.o.E. excavated to find the town ditch. It appears that the
site was marsh in the medieval period and that there was no activity on the site before
draining in the mid I830s.
- - - , - - - : SEAFORD, STEYNE ROAD (TV 485988). D. J. Freke for Sussex
Archaeological Field Unit and D.oE. excavated on the S. side of the road to check the line
of the medieval bank of the R. Ouse. Layers of silt and sand with 13th and 14th-century
pottery indicated that the bank lies under the road a few metres N.
WARWICKSHIRE, WARWICK (SP 283650). Excavation by H. Mytum in front of St
Mary's Hall, the Butts, indicated the presence of a large r qth-century quarry. This has
removed all trace of the town wall. Examination of the stone wall adjacent to I5 The Butts
indicates that it is older than the houses on either side and is probably part of the town wall.
- - - : - - - (SP 28076516). Excavation by H. Mytum on the N. side of the
Saltisford, a little to the NW. of the N. gate of the town, indicated that the whole hill to the
N. of Warwick had been removed to reduce the gradient on the road into Birmingham.
As a result there would have been no medieval archaeological deposits even before the
cellars were constructed. The area behind the frontage had been quarried in the r qth
century and only filled in, finally, in recent years.
WILTSHIRE: WARMINSTER, EMWELL STREET (ST 871451). Excavation by R. W. Smith
for Wiltshire County Council and D.o.E. showed that drainage work and spoil dumping
had apparently started in the r oth century, and each successive horizon yielded prolific
quantities of domestic and industrial refuse. Evidence for metalworking is present from the
outset. Other artifact material includes worked bone and wooden objects preserved by
the waterlogged conditions and as expected generally reflects the proximity of a small but
thriving rural market. However, it is known that by the 13th century most commercial
activity had shifted to a formally planned market area 500 m E. Coincidentally, the
Emwell Street sequence is interrupted at this time by the dumping of a thick and extensive
layer of clay and greensand above which there is little evidence for further activity until
the 18th century.

WALES
GWYNEDD (Caernarvonshirc): CAERNARFON (SH 480616). A watching brief by S. I.
White for the Gwynedd Archaeological Trust and D.o.E. during the cutting of a sewer
through the site of the Kings Mill Pond, which was constructed by Edward I at the close
of the 13th century, produced a mass of well-preserved leatherwork, apparently consisting
of the waste of unusable material from leather-working. The finds consisted of a quantity
of worn-out shoes ranging in date from the 14th to mid 17th century A.D., offcuts, knife
scabbards, the larger part of a leather jerkin, the bottom of a jack (leather jug) and belts.
Very little pottery was associated with this deposit but sherds of a Saintonge ware chafing
dish of the first half of the rfith century are noteworthy.
CLWYD (Flintwhire): RHUDDLAN.
F.
No work reported.

See p. 236.
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MOATS AND MANORS

ENGLAND
AVON

(Gloucestershire):

HILLESLEY.

See p. 247.

HAMPSHIRE: FACCOMBE, NETHERTON (SU 374575).
The thirteenth and final season
of excavation (cf. Medieval Arehaeol., XXIII (1979), 238) of the manorial complex by]. R.
Fairbrother for the City of London Archaeological Society concluded excavations on the
site (see p. 22a ) .
The enclosures were constructed in the I I th century, and remains of a possible stone
building later used as a kitchen in the r zth century were found against the enclosures. A
circular dovecote 8. I m in diameter was constructed over the kitchen and bank in the late
13th century. It is known from documents to have existed in 1323 and 1339, but not in 1356.
Recent fieldwork has established that the manor and parish were totally cultivated in
prehistoric times and that perhaps three-quarters of the area subsequently returned to
woodland, of which over a quarter now remains. The manorial complex was established
against lynchets of the earlier field systems which were later adapted into part of the
enclosures. See also p. 220.
- - - : WICKHAM GLEBE (SU 576114).
Investigation on the site of medieval and
post-medieval Wickham manor house was continued in 1979 by R. Whinney for Winchester
City Archaeology Office and D.o.E. Two further areas within the moat were excavated:
the first was S. of previous excavations and included the SW. corner of the medieval hall;
the second was W. of the main domestic buildings in an area where farm and ancillary
buildings were thought to have been sited. The broad outline of development suggested
previously (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXII (1978), 178) was confirmed, but more detail has been
gained.
The earliest phase of activity was dated to the I I th and r zth centuries. The line and
shape of previously excavated ditches and gullies were confirmed. One E.-W. ditch continued into the area W. of domestic buildings, where it was bounded by a fence which
separated it from a large, roughly surfaced, farmyard to the S. Post-holes, possibly indicating
a timber structure, and a cess-pit are probably contemporary.
The S. end of the 13th-century hall was fully excavated, and evidence for a raised dais
found. A contemporary cross-wing or parlour, c. 6 m wide but of unknown length, was
partly excavated, as were substantial foundations relating to structures extending S. and
W. bevond the limits of excavation.
The cross-wing was demolished in the r fith century, and a large gable chimney
inserted in the remaining S. wall of the hall, perhaps at the same time that a fireplace was
constructed in the previously excavated range to the E. of the hall.
The medieval house was replaced in the mid 17th century by a completely new brick
structure, although there is some evidence that at least the S. half of the hall was retained
for a time. At the site of the SW. corner of the hall, and partly using the medieval foundations, was built a c. 3 m square cess-pit which contained a fine group of ceramicsincluding German and Chinese imports - and glass vessels.
IIl:MBERSIDE

(Yorkshire, E. Riding):

BEVERLEY.

See p. 252.

KE:-.IT: ASHFORD, PARSONAGE BAR:-.I FARM (TR 0134434).
Excavation by P. Keller
and B. Philp for Kent Archaeological Rescue Unit and D.o.E. located the site of this
medieval moated farmstead, the enclosed area being 80 m by 3 I m. The wet moat was
located on all four sides as well as a central causewayed entrance. The low internal platform
contained slight traces of two possible buildings. One was represented by a small stone cill
and quoined W. corners, some 5 m wide and possibly 14 m long. The second structure
appears to be represented by a tiled hearth and an extensive tile-fall. The few finds from
the site are 13th to 15th century in date. Two areas of burnt brick, one cutting through the
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stone-cilled building, seem to represent a post-medieval industrial process. The site was
largely filled and levelled in the r qth or early zoth centuries.
MERSEYSIDE (Cheshire): BROMBOROUGH COURT HOUSE (SJ 34568419).
Excavation was
carried out by D. J. Frcke for Liverpool University Rescue Archaeology Unit and D.o.E.
adjaccnt to the moated site. The excavation showed that there was no medieval occupation
outside the SW. corner of the enclosure and probably not within the corner either. The
moat was sectioned and proved to have been thoroughly recut in the late 19th century.
The material derived from the original excavation of the moat was thrown up outside
the enclosure. It could not be proved that this activity was necessarily earlier than the
earliest maps which show the moat in the mid r Sth century.
MIDLANDS, WEST (Warwickshire): MONKSPATH, SOLIHULL (SP 144757). J. G. Perry for
Solihull Archaeology Group reports that excavation, fieldwork and documentary evidence
on this moated site is revealing a small messuage whose economy was probably based on
agriculture and possibly on the commercial production offish.
The site consists of a rectangular platform 29 m by 27 m, which has been terraced
into the S. side of the Blyth valley, built up from the upcast material from the S. moat. The
site lies amid a series of artificial watercourses running parallel to the R. Blythe. Upstream
to the W. there is a series of fishponds and leats, the water being provided from the damming of a small stream, and by a leat over 300 m long.
The buildings on the platform appear to be grouped into two main periods, the first
probably starting somewhere in the late r ath or early 13th century. The earliest feature
was a large timber-lined pit, 6 m by 4 m, and I m deep. This was superseded by a large
building, the elusive nature of the evidence suggesting that it was timber-framed. The
evidence for the building consisted of several timber impressions, post-pits and padstones.
Traces of another building are cmerging to the N. of this previous building.
The later period dates from the late 13th or early 14th century when there were three
ranges of buildings set around a central courtyard. The W. range consisted of a kitchen
6.5 m by 13m which contained three ovens, a central hearth and a (?) water tank against
the outside E. wall. From this tank a drain led through the building to outflow in the W.
arm of the moat. To the N. of the kitchen was a small domestic building 6.5 m by 7 m,
divided into two rooms, one of which contained a central hearth. The N. range consisted
of a largc building 18 m by 7 m, the W. part of which was a stable. The E. range, 6.5 m
by IO m, adjoined the N. one to form an L-shaped building. It contained the remains of a
sandstone structure associated with a large amount of burning.
These buildings underwent alterations and additions during the 14th century although
the relationship of the alterations is not known. The S. part of the kitchen was reduced by
6 m and a circular stone-built (?) dovecote, 4 m diameter, constructed in its place. This
was later reduced to its foundations and another building constructed immediately to the
W. of it. This building, 4 m by 4 m, partly overlay the foundations of the (?) dovecote.
It contained a cruciform kiln with a cobbled and sandstone floor but the purpose of the kiln
is not known. It may have been used for malting, corndrying or possibly the drying of
fish. This building later went out of use in the 14th century and the main flue to the kiln
was blocked by the building of a wall. In the corner formed by the buildings of the N. and
E. ranges another building was constructed, 5 m by 9 m, over the central courtyard. This
building contained a very fine central hearth, built of sandstone and clay roofing tiles set
on edge. The last alteration was an addition to the S. part of the E. range when a small
building 4 m by 3 m was constructed.
From the evidence obtained so far the moated site seems to have been abandoned at the
end of the 14th or the early part of the 15th century.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE: RAUNDS (SP 998733).
Excavation by G. Cadman for Northants.
County Council completed work on the main manor house complex where the service
wing and dovecote have now been thoroughly investigated following on from the total
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excavation of the hall and parlour in 1978. A remnant of the manor house remains in the
form of a small range, the function of which is as yet unknown. This lies some 25 m to the
N. of the main manor. See p. 230.
STAFFORDSHIRE: OLD MADE LEY (S] 773423).
]. Collcns for Birmingham University
Field Archaeology Unit and D.o.E. recorded the entrance gateway of this moated site. The
site consists of a rectangular moat (the S. and E. sides now filled in) and two possible
fishponds running parallel to the W. and S. ditches. In the E. half of the enclosure, a wall
of red sandstone 5.76 m long and 1.80 m wide survives to a height of 4-68 m. This comprised the S. half of the entrance gateway, consisting of a double-chamfered arch, flanked
by a pillar with capital and voussoir on the exterior face, and a portcullis slot. The original
gateway may possibly have been flanked by blind archways set back from the projected
entrance. This is the largest surviving piece of masonry of this structure, which is of unknown
date, but traces offurther buildings can be detected to the W. of the gatehouse.
SUFFOLK: BRANDON.

See p. 232.

SURREY: WOKING, SUTTON PARK (TQ 004538).
Excavation on the supposed manor
house site by D. G. Bird for the County Archaeological Unit of Surrey County Council
concentrated on the supposed manor house site (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 27071). Initial examination of the finds suggests that the former was constructed in the r Sth
century and demolished in the 17th. The ditches followed a different pattern from that
anticipated, and it now seems possible that the manorial site lies further E. than previously
expected. Finds from the ditches continue to be consistent with a 13th century or earlier
date for their construction.
SUSSEX, EAST: KILN COMBE, BULLOCK DOWN (TV 574963).
D.]. Frcke for the Sussex
Archaeological Field Unit and D.o.E. excavated a further area of the Kiln Combe medieval
farm. Four buildings, an oven and a (?) chalk pit were identified. The buildings included a
dwelling, rebuilt at least three times; two post-hole structures, both rebuilt, and a flintwalled building which had been extended. The oven, too, had been rebuilt at least once.
This range of buildings, on the evidence of the pottery, appears to have been occupied
earlier than those found in the previous season's excavations. The date range is 12th-14th
century.
WARWICKSHIRE: HUNNINGHAM (SP 371680).
F. Radcliffe with the Trinity School
Archaeologists and the Leamington Archaeological Group continued excavation on this
moated site (cf. Medieoal Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 272). Although two-thirds of the platform
has been stripped of topsoil there is no clear evidence of building plans. Finds of pottery
and worked red sandstone blocks suggest occupation. A section across the moat shows that
it was shallow and flat-bottomed, nearly 9 m wide and about 1.6 m deep. There was no
evidence of any recutting and a small amount of probably 13th-century cooking pot was
recovered from the primary silt.
YORKSHIRE, NORTH (Yorkshire, E. Riding): WHARRAM PERCY (SE 860646).
Two
30 ft. squares 170 ft. apart, sites 53 and 56, were excavated by D. Andrews for the D.o.E.
and M.V.R.G. These were to the N. of the village boundary bank, on the S. edge of one of
the open fields. The absence of archaeological features in this area suggested that this
boundary marks the effective limit of settlement during the late Middle Ages. Immediately
to the N. of the bank, there is a ditch 2 ft. wide and 2 ft. deep cut into the chalk. The bank
is today only about I fl. higher than the land to the N. of it, and seems to have been
deliberately raised. To the S. of it, the natural gradient was cut into to accentuate its height
on this site. Here too was another, much shallower ditch. To judge from the scatter of
chalk rubble on the S. slope of the bank, and the footings ofa wall found on top of it, its S.
face was revetted in chalk, which may have been continued upwards as a free-standing
wall. At a later date, either subsequent to, or roughly contemporary with, the levelling of
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the bank, a third ditch was dug slightly further to the S., its upcast sealing the earlier one on
this side of the bank.
The third season of excavation on the Korth Manor site 45 (SE 858645) was directed
by G. Milne, for the D.o.E. and M.V.R.G. (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 272). The
late 13th or early r q.th-ccntury pit kiln excavated in 1978 was shown to have been served
by a road surfaced with compacted chalk which may have run directly to the barn still
visible as an earthwork some 100 ft. beyond the limit of excavation. The road scaled an
earlier medieval quarry feature at least 25 ft. long, up to 7 ft. wide, and of undetermined
depth. There was evidence to suggest that the E. end of the feature may have been associated with a grain-drying or lime-burning activity. Sec p. 261 and 264.

SCOTLAND
BORDERS (Dumfries and Galloway): WIGTOWN, RISPAII\ CAMP (NOX 429399).
Dates
obtained from radiocarbon analysis have indicated that this supposed medieval moated
site is a product of the late I ron Age. Although no artifacts have been recovered from two
seasons o[ excavation by G. Haggarty for Scottish Development Department to corroborate
this evidence, it must now be considered extremely doubtful that this site has any association with the medieval period.

H.

FARMS AND SMALLER DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE

No work reported.
1.

VILLAGES

1979
During the year, Mrs M. E. Ewins has continued to assemble material for the proposed
book on medieval settlement studies. J. G. Hurst and J. Sheail made a further study of
settlement in Norfolk on the basis of recent air photographs [rom the Cambridge University
Collection. Mr E. E. Dodd has completed the transcriptions of Lay Subsidy and Hearth
Tax records in the Public Record Office for the deserted settlements of Sussex and
Worcestershire, and he is now working on Lincolnshire.
A grant from the National Monuments Record made possible the appointment of
Miss A. O'Connor as a temporary research assistant to compile a list of all known surveys of
medieval villages. In response to a request, several members contributed surveys and lists
of surveys known to them. In addition to correlating the surveys in the Group's files and
records, Miss O'Connor checked the records of the Ordnance Survey at Southampton for
the counties of Bedfordshire to Oxfordshire. Surveys were also listed from the R.C.H.M.
volumes for Cambridgeshire, Dorset, Gloucestershire and Northamptonshire.
Mrs Ewins and .J. G. Hurst examined all the aerial photographs in the Cambridge
University Collection which had been taken of deserted and shrunken settlements during
1977 and the early part of 1978. Three hundred and eleven of these prints have been
ordered. One hundred and twenty-five have been received, mounted, classified and were
paid [or with the grant from the Council [or British Archaeology and from funds made
available by the National Monuments Record.
The Group continued to advise the D.o.E. on priorities on threatened sites and
recommended excavations on Anglo-Saxon settlement sites and deserted medieval villages.
SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE MEDIEVAL VILLAGE RESEARCH GROUP IN

ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAMSIIIRE: CALDECOTTE, BOW BRICKI-IILL.
- - - : GREAT LINFORD.

See p. 218.

See p. 2 18.
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See p. 264.

DURHAM: UPPER TEESDALE, SIMY FOLDS.

See p. 2 19.

GREATER LONDOI\: MERTON, 28-31 WIMBLEDON HIGH STREET (TQ 2397ra). Excavations by R. and L. Adkins for South West London Archaeological Unit and D.o.E. in the
medieval village of Wimbledon failed to locate any features earlier than a building constructed c. 1865. Pottery recovered dated from the rfith century to the present.
HAMPSHIRE: BASINGSTOKE, COWDERY'S DOWN.

See p. 220.

- - - : FOXCOTTE (SU 345473). Excavation by .1. Walker for the Test Valley
Archaeological Committee has revealed that the E. L-shapcd portion of this village is of
two broad phases. The W. edge of the village has produced finds ranging from Saxon
grass-tcmpered pottery to r qth-ccntury metal working. The end of the short arm of the
L to the E. appears to be an enclosure upon common fields in the latc 13th or early 14th
century, consisting of a rectangular post-built dwelling with a single post-and-stud shed
surrounded by a shallow (0.2 m) ditch. This occupation appears to be short-lived and
followed by rapid contraction to the W. The pottery from this phase is 85 % (by weight)
local, 14 % from within 15 miles and I % foreign.
The manor is comparable to linear chalk parishes, having a large area of chalk plateau
beyond the river valley in which the village is situated. This 'waste' was subject to a series
of enclosures from the 13th century to c. 1790. The reason for the contraction of the village
from c. 30 dwellings in the 13th century to 8 in 1614 and to 6 in r Br o is not at present
clear. It was finally abandoned in thc early r qth century following a serious fire.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE: RAUNDS.

See p. 230.

NORTHUMBERLAND: (?) ALNHAMSHELES (NT 965 I 54). P . .1. Pixon for Newcastle
University has carried out fieldwork combined with documentary research which has
produced convincing evidence for nucleated medieval settlement between 600 and r ooo
feet above sea level in the Cheviots. One of these settlements, tentatively identified as
Alnhamsheles, a settlement dating to the 13th and early r z.th centuries, which may have its
origin in a former shieling ground, was partly excavated. One of the two house sites adjacent
to the westernmost of the five tofts was examined. The latest phase comprised an elliptical
stone feature (3 m by 4 m) at the W. end of the site and other linear stone features at the
E. end. These are probably the remains of sheep pens. The earlier features comprise two
roughly parallel earthen banks with medium-sized stones set into them about 4 to 5 m
apart, and a centrally-placed paved area adjacent to a possible hearth. Neither end of the
house has been satisfactorily identified. Medieval pottery and a long cross silver penny of
Edward I and II (pre- I 35 I issue) were found in the topsoil and indicate a period of
activity not inconsistent with the documented occupation of Alnharnsheles.
SUFFOLK: BRANDON.

See p. 232.

SUSSEX, EAST: FAULKNERS FARM, HARTFIELD (TQ 477384). Survey of a Wealden
farm settlement was completed by D. R. Combes and C. F. Tebutt rcvcaling a total of
c. seventeen building platforms, in groups, on the steep valley slopes and corner post-holes
ofa building 9 m by 5 m. The associated pottery indicates a 13th or r q th-ccnturv datc.
YORKSHIRE, NORTH (Yorkshire, E. Riding): WHARRAM PERCY. The thirtieth season
was under the general direction of]. G. Hurst and P. A. Rahtz for the Medieval Village
Research Group, the D.o.E., and the University of York (cf. Medieval Archaeol., XXIII
(1979),27 6).
Since the early 1970S thc project has expanded both in sizc and complexity. The
directions of research have crystallized into five main aspects of the work. Landscape
history is represented by the Parish Suruey, This is rescue surveillance from the air and by
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field walking of the ploughed areas of Wharram Percy and Wharram-Ie-Street. The
problems of continuity from Roman to Medieval times are being tackled by the opening of
large areas of the two manor sites. The occupation of the Valley Terrace is being extensively
explored by excavation of the medieval and post-medieval parsonages and their outbuildings, together with the medieval dam and pond. The D.o.E. will consolidate the remains
of the parsonages. They will also recreate the medieval dam and pond, and it is hoped to
create a display centre to interpret this complex site to the public. Excavation took place
E. of the church (see p. 246), the N. manor site (see p. 259) and round the pond (see
p. 26 4) .
SCOTLAND
ORKNEY.

See p. 235.

J.

OTHER SITES

No work reported.

K.

IKDUSTRIAL SITES

ENGLAND
Ceramics
DEVON: BARNSTAPLE.

See p. 250.

ESSEX: RADW1IXTER (TL 596385). A medieval tile kiln adjacent to the deserted,
partly moated, site of Mattins Farm was excavated by P. J. Drury. The oven was c. 2.4 m by
1.85 m internally, its walls surviving to a height of c. 0.2 m above the floor, which was
formed by the flat tops of five pairs of arches spanning the two flues (PI. XII, c). The flues
were separated by a wall solid to oven floor level and evidently a primary feature. The oven
was filled with the debris from a clay dome, once carried on the tops of the oven walls,
which were revetted with clay. The firing tunnels, originally c. 1.6 m long, were later
extended by 0.4 m, and the structure was evidently repaired on several occasions. There
was slight evidence for a roof over the kiln, principally supported on four timber corner
posts.
The kiln was built largely of pegtile fragments, and pegtiles were evidently its main
product. Floor tile wasters comprised a single decorated fragment, many plain brown
yellow and green tiles c. I 15-30 mm square, and, towards the end of its life, dark brown
and cream tiles c. 225 mm square. Taken together, these suggest an origin late in the 14th
century, and a life extending into the early 15th, a conclusion supported by the manufacture
of bricks c. 225 x I IO x 45 mm in the latest phases of production.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE: STAKION (SP 91468695). A parallel flue kiln was excavated
by B. Bellamy, to the W. of High Street. It was constructed within an oval, vertical-sided
hole 3.4 m by 2.3 m, cut 0.60 m into the limestone bedrock with a stoke-hole of c. 4 m
diameter at the E. end. The oval pedestal, which survived to its full height of 0.60 m,
measured 1.6 m bv 1. 16m and was built of limestone with a rubble core. The central flue
arch support, measuring 0.76 m by 0.55 m stood to a height of 0.50 m and was of similar
construction; beneath this was an earlier, longer, base. Prior to the initial firing, the outer
side of the right-hand flue wall had been faced with dry-stone walling. In a later phase the
whole of the internal flue wall was lined with limestone slabs.
No kiln furniture was found within the kiln or stoke-hole and apparently no attempt
was made to clear the ash and debris from the kiln between firings, as over 27 distinct ash
layers remained, reaching to the top of the pedestal.

MEDIEVAL BRITAIN IN

1979

The kiln was producing green-glazed jugs in a pink-buff fabric, with white strips and
pads with grid stamps, a type often referred to as Lyveden jugs. It also produced glazed
ridge and flat tiles, and possibly glazed floor tiles.
Since the beginning of the expansion of the village in the 19 3os, there has been
abundant evidence that Stanion was an important pottery-producing centre in the r jth
and 14th centuries, like Lyveden, four miles to the E.
- - - : YARDLEY HASTINGS (SP 86335683).
Excavations by K. Brown and G.
Foard for Northamptonshire County Council Archaeology Unit revealed a medieval
pottery kiln and associated pot dump. The kiln was rectangular, 3.20 III long and tapering
in width from 0.82 in the W. to 0.63 m in the E. internally. In its final phase the kiln
was constructed of well-shaped limestone blocks laid in regular courses; the side walls were
pitched and everted in order to provide support for the large D-shaped kiln bars which had
lain across the top of the kiln.
The kiln provided evidence of at least three phases of construction. During the first
phase it became necessary to replace the stonework at the mouth of the kiln with mediumlarge limestone slabs laid flat and in irregular courses; this may have been necessitated by
the decay of the stones through intense heat. In a third phase of reconstruction the W.
terminal wall was raised 0.20 m, to counteract the build-up of material inside the kiln and
maintain the gentle W.-E. slope on which the structure was set.
Excavation inside the kiln uncovered pottery and debris from two firings during the
final phases of construction. It seems clear that a period of disuse separated these two
firings, for debris from one of the firings was left in the bottom of the kiln, and the kiln-bars
broken up and thrown on top. This was followed by a levelling of the surface with stone and
the raising of the W. end in preparation for another firing; debris from this survived as a
layer of mixed charcoal, ash and blackened pottery fragments, but no further firings
appear to have taken place. Large sherds and complete pots were thrown into the kiln and
and covered with broken kiln-bars, and the site was finally abandoned.
There is one main, shelly, fabric amongst the material. Open bowls and jugs figure
chiefly amongst the forms, although cooking-pots are represented. A preliminary dating
would suggest manufacture during the late 13th to early 14th century.
STAFFORDSHIRE: STAFFORD.

See p. 230.

SUSSEX, EAST: RIKGMER, BARNETT'S MEAD (TQ 453127).
J.1. Hadfield excavated, for
Sussex Archaeological Field Unit and D.o.E. the edges of two 'waste' heaps, providing a
range of pottery, mainly of a coarse, sandy fabric, including skillets, plates or bowls,
cooking pots and a few jugs, probably all dating to the 14th century. There appears to be
very little glazed ware and most of the decoration consists of incised lines or applied strips.
The kiln was excavated and was of the double opposed flue type, approximately 2 m long
and I m wide. At each flue was a pair of chimney pots.
WARWICKSHIRE: KUNEATON, CHILVERS COTO:,-/ (SP 35129061).
Excavation by K.
Scott for D.o.E. at 16-22 Bermuda Road located a ditch full of wasters and a kiln. This had a
diameter of 2.25 m with five flues and several phases of flue alignment. I\ormally Nuneaton kilns have kiln floor and flues at the same level; in this case evidence suggests a raised
floor. The waster-filled ditch yielded several new completely restorable vessels. The kiln
and wasters may be dated to the late 15th century. A late 13th-century zoomorphic finial
(dog's head), the first from the Chilvers Coton complex, has been found on the same site.

Metals: Bronze
HAMPSHIRE: FACCOMBE, KETHERTON.

See p. 220.
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Metals : Iron
HAMPSHIRE: SOUTHAMPTON, SIX DIALS.

See p. 222.

LEICESTERSIIIRE: FENNY DRAYTON (SP 35089685)'
Excavation by K. Scott at 35 Old
Forge Road located the edge of a medieval building represented by post-holes, and stone
paving. Industrial activity was indicated by fair amounts of heavy slag and suggests iron
smelting in the 14th century.

Mills and Dams
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE: STANTONBURY (SP 835427).
Dredging operations on the R. Ouse
have destroyed several earthworks of the deserted medieval village of Stanton Low. Three
large fragments of lava quern and associated tile and limestone were examined and
recorded by R. A. Croft for the Wolverton and District Archaeological Society. Finds to be
deposited at Bradwell Abbey Field Centre.
YORKSHIRE, NORTH (Yorkshire, E. Riding): WHARRAM PERCY (SE 858641).
The
eighth season on the dam (site 30) was directed by C. Treen for D.o.E. and M.V.R.G. (cf.
Medieual Archaeol., XXIII (1979), 278). Excavation ofa further W. extension revealed several
features. The uppermost, post-medieval, layers consisted of a series of hard-packed surfaces
of small chalk. To the NE. these overlay a considerable depth of silt which filled a deep
channel aligned SW.-NE. The channel was blocked by a wall of rough-cut chalk blocks:
wall dimensions 30 in. high by 16 in. wide by 71 in. long. To the SW. of the wall the
channel fill was of a very different nature, consisting of chalk and sandstone rubble, and
layers of small chalk. The origin of the channel to the SW. was complicated by an early
20th-century rubbish pit which interfered with the intersection between the lip of the deep
channel and a shallower gulley aligned NW.-SE. The gulley, 2 ft. wide and 7 in. deep
at the W. end of the excavated area, 3 ft. wide and 9 in. deep at the E. end, was separated
from an area of hard-packed small chalk to the SW. by a very shallow slot running parallel
to it. The slot, with post-holes at the W. end, may represent the setting for a wattle fence.
At the E. end the slot stopped and was replaced by a roughly-cobbled area c. 8 ft. square.
The surface associated with the gulley was cut by eleven post-holes in a variety of shapes
and sizes not suggestive of a structural pattern.
Removal of silt from the deep SW.-NE. channel to the N. of the chalk wall revealed
rubble below. The W. side of this channel consisted of hillwash which had previously
slumped, covering part of an earlier broader bottom of the channel. Nails were recovered
from the E. edge of the channel, and across the lower channel at the junction between it
and natural.
Excavation also continued in the N. central area of the site to investigate construction
levels of the 13th-century dam. A series of constructional phases was recorded, associated
with unlined channels. The alternation of soil and small chalk layers with chalk rubble
surfaces appear part of a near-continuous programme (? seasonal) of repair and heightening of the dam.
These layers were consolidated by strengthening of the front and rear faces of the dam:
the back (N.) face of the dam was cut nearly vertical and lined with chalk rubble. Subsequently this was strengthened by another revetment wall separated from the earlier
N. face by elay packing. This wall was in place when a tail of the silt discovered at the
W. end was deposited.
See also p. 261.

SCOTLAND
Metals
DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY

(Dumfriesshire):

MOTE OF MARK.

See p. 234.

